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Getting Started with WIDS  

 

WIDS is a powerful platform that supports excellence in instructional design. Use this guide to jumpstart 

your WIDS experience as you:  

Centralize program and course content 

 Find any course through simple title or number search 

 Secure college-wide program and course data, so it is consistent across the institution 

 Manage learning materials (presentations, case studies, assessments) and share them with 

every instructor teaching the course 

Streamline course syllabi creation and archiving 

 Create course syllabi, incorporating approved course information—no more incorrect 

course descriptions 

 Enforce consistent college guidelines and syllabus templates 

 Approve and archive submitted syllabi  

Simplify curriculum review 

  Document feedback from reviewers  

  Keep the team in-the-loop with automatic email notifications 

  Approve curriculum change and control “go live” dates 

Meet accreditation requirements 

 Document student learning outcomes 

 Thread college-wide outcomes into courses across the college 

 Develop curriculum maps 

 Save reports online for easy access 

 

Additional help for WIDS can be found by using the Help links in the WIDS software and by exploring the 

WIDS website:  www.wids.org.  For more information about WIDS, call (800) 677-9437.  

http://www.wids.org/
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Working in WIDS 

 

Status in WIDS 
Projects in WIDS have a status.  The status of a project often controls who can see the project and 

whether or not it is editable. 

 Personal:  Projects not associated with a subunit.  Projects with a Personal status are only visible to 

the person who created them. 

 WIP:  Projects that are Work in Progress (WIP).  Typically these projects are in development.  You 

cannot find WIP projects using the search box on the home page.  You can use Advanced Search to 

find them, but you must have a role that allows you to view WIP projects. 

 Pending Approval: Projects that were WIP status but are awaiting approval to become Active or 

Future.  You can use Advanced Search to find these if your role allows you to view Pending Approval 

projects. 

 Active:  Projects that have been approved for use. 

 Future:  Projects that have been approved for use at a future date. 

 Expired: Projects that are no longer being used.  You cannot find expired projects using the search 

box on the home page.  You can use Advanced Search to find them, but you must have a role that 

allows you to view expired projects.  

Roles in WIDS 
Depending on your role you may or may not able to edit information in the WIDS project.  Individual 

sites sometimes modify roles, but these are the standard WIDS roles. 

 

System User (no 
unique project role) 

View approved (Active and Future) projects, add yourself as an 
instructor.  Tip:  The project must be approved to view it. 

Instructor Create a syllabus, learning plans, and PATs for approved courses. 

Developer Edit content pages and request approval. 

Reviewer View Work In Progress (WIP) data but not edit. 

Project Manager Edit content pages and approve. 

Site Administrator Edit on all pages. Access to the Site module in WIDS. 

Editing in WIDS 
To add or revise information in WIDS, click Edit in the upper right hand corner of the page.  WIDS opens 

in edit mode.  Save your work before closing. 
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Data Entry 
WIDS offers two types of data entry:  text boxes and grid rows. 

Text Boxes:  To enter data into a text box, simply put the page into edit mode and type in the box.  Some 

fields allow formatting.  If you are copy pasting data from a Microsoft Word document or other word 

processor, it is best to remove the formatting before pasting the text into WIDS. Microsoft Word creates 

extra code that can cause unusual formatting and in some cases error messages in WIDS.  See options 

for limiting the extraneous code in the Copy Paste in WIDS section. 

Grid Rows:  If the page does not provide text boxes, you can add a grid row to enter the data.  To add a 

grid row, place the page into edit mode.  WIDS displays an Add and Import from Text option (import 

from text is not available on all pages).  When you click Add, WIDS opens a dialogue box for you to enter 

the data for a single item (a single program outcome for example).  When you click Import from Text, 

WIDS opens a dialogue box where you can copy or enter multiple items (multiple program outcomes for 

example).  Clicking Edit next to the grid row allows you to change the item. 

Reordering Grid Rows:  Some grid rows can be 

reordered. Change the order of items by 

“dragging and dropping” an item from row to 

row. Just click the area to the left of the item you 

want to move. A copy of the row you selected 

will pop out, indicating that it’s ready for you to 

move it.  You must be in edit mode to reorder 

grid rows. 

Sorting Grid Rows:  Some grid rows can be 

sorted for viewing purposes.  If the headers of a 

grid are brown in color, they are sortable.  To 

sort the column, just click the header.  Sorts do not save after you leave the page. 
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Copy Paste in WIDS 
When copying and pasting text from a Microsoft Word document or other word processor, it is best to 

remove the formatting before pasting the text into WIDS. Microsoft 

Word creates extra code that can cause unusual formatting and in some 

cases error messages in WIDS.  There are several methods for doing 

this. 

Use the HTML Tool in WIDS 

1. Copy the text from Word. 

2. Before pasting the text into WIDS select the <HTML> option at the 

bottom of the textbox. 

3. Paste the text in WIDS.  (It will come in without formatting). 

4. Select  the Design option at the bottom of the textbox to format your 

text using the WIDS Text Box Editor functions 

Use the “Paste Plain Text” Tool in WIDS 

1. Copy the text from Word. 

2. Right click in the WIDS text box and choose Paste Plain 

Text. 

3. Paste your text.  Use the formatting tools in the WYSIWYG 

box to add bolding etc. 

Use an online “Word to HTML” Cleaner  

WIDS staff regularly makes use of online tools for cleaning 

unwanted HTML prior to pasting into WIDS.  A quick search for 

“HTML Cleaner” usually generates a number of options. 

This method usually retains much of the original formatting (bolding, paragraphs, etc.) so no rework is 

required! 

Remove all formatting with Notepad before Copying 

Copy your text, and then paste from Word into Notepad (available under the Accessories option in the 

Start Menu on your computer). Once you have pasted the text into Notepad, simply copy it again and 

paste into the desired WIDS textbox editor. Notepad strips the code and formatting so that you can then 

use the visual editor in WIDS to change the formatting and font styles. 

Libraries and Banks 
WIDS ships with eight pre-populated libraries of instructional design data. Each library serves as tool to 

assist you in the design of your organizational, program and course outcomes, learning plans and 

performance assessment tasks. 

The eight populated libraries in WIDS include: 

 Academic Skills Library 
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 Activity Library 

 Employability Skills Library 

 Grading Information Library 

 Guidelines Library 

 PAT/Performance Standards 

 Rating Scale Library 

 Verb Library 

The banks feature in WIDS allows you to copy instructional design data from another program or course 

in WIDS to reuse or revise in the current course or program.  For example, if you use the same textbook 

in two courses, if you enter the textbook information in the first course, you can use the bank to copy 

the same textbook information into the second course. 

Libraries and banks are not available on every page.  WIDS allows access to libraries and banks on pages 

where there are helpful in completing a design task.   

To Use the Library or Bank 

 Place the page into edit mode.  Select Import. 

 
 WIDS opens a dialogue box where you can import from a bank (another project in WIDS) or a 

library. Make your selection.   

 

1. Bank:  WIDS prompts you to search for the project you want to copy from.  Search for 

the project and click on it.  WIDS presents the data available for copy.  Select the data 

you want to copy.  (If WIDS does not return any options for copy, the project did not 

have any data available for copy.) 

2. Library:  WIDS opens the library.  Select the item(s) you want to use.  Often a preview of 

the full item is available. 
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WIDS Home Page 

 

Login 
Login to your WIDS site using the username and password provided for you.  If you need assistance, 

contact your WIDS Site Administrator.   

Create a New Project or Open an Existing Project 
Upon login you will see the home page.  The home page is unique to each user.  It provides quick access 

to projects in which you play a role. 

 If the project shows on your home page, click on the title to open it.  

 If the project does not show on your home page, use the search box on the left side of the page to 

locate the project.  Search by keyword or number.  

 To create a new program or course, select the Create New Project button.  Enter the program or 

course number and title.  Associate the project with a subunit in your college.  WIDS creates your 

project and it will show up on your home page.  Click on the title to open it. 

Tip:  Not all sites allow users to create their own projects from the home page. If the Create New 

Project button is not visible to you, contact your Site Administrator for assistance. 
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Program Overview 

 

 

The WIDS Program module provides a framework for developing a program of instruction around 

performance-based learning principles.  Performance-based learning makes the link between what is 

taught and the skills learners actually apply in their jobs or life roles.   

WIDS Tabs Overview 
Once you open a program, you will see multiple tabs across the top of the page.  Each tab allows you to 

perform one or more tasks related to program design. 

Project 
Management 

Program 
Outcome 
Summary 

Program 
Courses PATs 

Program 
Assessment 

Plans Documents 

View the 

program 

approval and 

revision history, 

change the 

program 

subunit, add and 

remove roles, 

request 

approval, review 

and approve the 

program and 

program 

components, 

and add or edit 

custom fields. 

Enter the 

program 

information, 

select the target 

standard set, 

add related 

outcomes, link 

program 

outcomes to 

standards or 

organization 

outcomes. 

Create/associate 

courses related 

to the program, 

assign standards 

and outcomes 

to the courses 

(curriculum 

maps), layout 

program 

configurations. 

Create rubrics 

and scoring 

guides for the 

program and 

assign them to 

courses.    

Create an 

assessment 

plan for the 

program and 

enter results. 

View and 

upload 

associated 

documents 

related to 

the program. 
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Program Outcome Summary Tab 
 

 

The Program Outcome Summary tab allows you to document the information specific to the program.  

When you have completed the information in this tab, you will be able to print a program outcome 

summary report.  The program outcome summary documents the official, non-proprietary information 

on the program. 

1. Program Information 

Click Edit to place the page into edit. 

 

 If you are working on a WIP program, enter as much information on this page as desired.  

 If your program is already approved, an Add Revision button will show.  (You will not see this 

button unless your program is approved.) Click the Add Revision button to revise the existing 

program information.   

 Save your work. 

 

2. Mission 

Use this page to enter the program mission if you have one.  The program mission statement is a concise 

statement of the general values and principles which guide the curriculum.  It sets a tone and a 
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philosophical position from which follow the program outcomes.  The program mission statement 

should define the broad purposes the program is aiming to achieve.   

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Enter as much information as desired in the textbox. 

 Select Save and Close. 

 

3. Target Population 

Use this page to enter the target population for the program. The target population describes your 

program’s intended audience.  It could describe the audience’s prior education, experiences, interests, 

etc.  This information can be used to help identify who should enroll in the program.  A clearly written 

profile of your target population can help you identify gaps between the skills and knowledge your 

learners currently possess and the ones they need upon completion of the program.   

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Enter as much information as desired in the textbox. 

 Select Save and Close. 

 

4. Career/Job Titles 

Use this page to enter job titles or careers typically held by people in the related occupation, if 

applicable.   You might find this information in your graduate follow-up studies, DACUM studies, 

advisory committees, and the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT).  You can access the DOT online 

through a variety of websites.  

WIDS provides a textbox to enter the NAICS (North American Industry Classification System) code.  The 

codes are used by Federal statistical agencies to classify workers into occupational categories for the 

purpose of collecting, calculating, or disseminating data.  Each broad occupational includes detailed 

occupation(s) requiring similar job duties, skills, education or experience.   

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Click Add Job Title to add a new statement.  WIDS presents a textbox.  Enter your statement.   

 Add the NAICS code if desired. 

 

5. Accreditation Information 

Use this page to enter accrediting information for the program.  Accreditation is a form of endorsement 

that colleges use to let potential students know that their program offers a valid education that is 

officially recognized.  Not all programs are accredited.   

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Enter as much information as desired in the textbox. 

 Select Save and Close. 
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6. External Requirements  

Use this page to enter licensure information or external requirements for the program.  External 

requirements originate with authorities outside your organization such as local, state, or national 

agencies, professional organizations, and licensing boards.   

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Enter as much information as desired in the textbox. 

 Select Save and Close. 

 

7. Entry Requirements 

Use this page to enter student entry requirements for the program.  Entry requirements explain 

qualifications students must meet in order to enroll in the program.  They may go beyond the 

requirements set for admission to the college. 

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Enter as much information as desired in the textbox. 

 Select Save and Close. 

 

8. Indirect Measures 

Use this page to enter the indirect measures of student learning.   Indirect measures of student learning 

assess opinions or thoughts about student knowledge, skills, attitudes, learning experiences, and 

perceptions. Examples of indirect measures include:  student surveys about instruction, focus groups, 

alumni surveys, and employer surveys.  

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Click Add Indirect Measure.  WIDS presents a textbox.   Enter your indirect measure or select 

one from the dropdown list. 

 Click Save. 

 

9. Custom Fields 

If your college has defined custom fields for the program outcome summary they will appear here.  They 

may or may not be editable to you.  Place the page into edit mode to find out. (If fields have not been 

assigned to this page, the page will be blank.) 

The custom field is added to the page in the Project Management tab on the Configure Custom Fields 

page.  If you do not have edit access to that page and need a custom field for your project, contact your 

Site Administrator.    

10. Core Abilities  
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Use this page to associate the college core abilities with your program.  Core abilities represent college-

wide outcomes to be mastered by all learners regardless of their program of study.  Core abilities are 

defined and approved by the college.  From this page you can view and associate the core abilities to 

your program but you cannot create new ones or edit them here—they must be edited in the 

Organization module. 

To add core abilities:  

 Click Edit on the page. 

 Select Add Core Abilities. 

 WIDS provides a list of core abilities to select from.  Select the core abilities you want to 

associate by clicking in the boxes. 

 Save your work. 

 

 
11. General Education Outcomes 

Use this page to associate the college general education outcomes with your program.  General 

education outcomes are core academic skills and knowledge that go beyond a specific course. They are 

commonly established at the organization level; however, a state-level system may also designate 

general education outcomes that cross organizational boundaries.  

From this page you can view and associate the general education outcomes to your program but you 

cannot create new ones or edit them here—they must be edited in the Organization module. 

To add general education outcomes:  

 Click Edit on the page. 

 Select Add General Education Outcomes. 

 WIDS provides a list of general education outcomes to select from.  Select the outcomes you 

want to associate by clicking in the boxes. 

 Save your work. 

Click to add core abilities. 

http://www.wids.org/
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12. External Standards 

External standards cover a range of efforts by professional organizations, state agencies, and school 

districts to define requirements for what must be taught in a program or qualifications for entry into a 

career field. Not every curriculum project has related standards.  Usually experts in the field are 

acquainted with the standards needed for a program.   

To add standards:  

 Click Edit on the page. 

 Select Associate External Standard Set. 

 WIDS provides a list of standard sets in 

folders for selection.  If you do not see the 

standard set you need, contact your WIDS 

Site Administrator. 

 Expand the folder using the + sign to see 

the standard sets.  Check the standard set you want to associate.  Click Save. 

 

 WIDS associates the folder set to your project.  

 Click on the title of the standard set to open it.  WIDS presents a tabbed page with standard 

information and the target standards.   

 Click on the Target Standards tab.  Check the standards you want to associate with this 

program.  You will use this set to map standards to courses in the program. 
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13. Program Outcomes 

Use this page to enter program outcomes.  Program outcomes represent the skills, attitudes, and 

abilities to be mastered by learners completing a program of study.  They go beyond a specific course.  A 

group of program outcomes pertains to an entire program. 

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Click Add Program Outcome to add a new statement.  WIDS presents a textbox with a verb 

library.  Enter your statement or search the verb library for a verb to start your outcome.     

To use the verb library, select a domain and level from the dropdown list and 

click Search.  WIDS presents verbs that meet your selection in the Select a 

Verb dropdown list.   

To select a verb from the list, click on a verb and click Apply Verb.  WIDS places the 

verb in the dialogue box.   

 If desired select a type and code from the drop down list.  Types and codes are set by your 

college to help sort or identify program outcomes.   

 Once your program outcomes appear in a list, you can drag and drop the grid rows into an 

order.  

 

Tip—only WIP program outcomes can be deleted from this page.  Active program outcomes must 

be expired.  To expire a program outcome, go to the Project Management tab and Request 

Approval page.  Select the Request Expiration tab to request the removal of a program outcome. 
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14. Performance Standards 

From the Program Outcome page, select the Performance Standards tab.  Use this tab to enter 

performance standards for program outcomes.   Performance standards include both summative 

assessment strategies and criteria.  They help define successful performance of the program outcome. 

Select a program outcome from the dropdown list. 

Place the page into edit mode. 

 Select Add Summative Assessment Strategy.  WIDS presents a dropdown list of options.  Select 

one from the list or type your own in the textbox.  The assessment strategy identifies the 

method used to gather evidence as to whether or not a learner can demonstrate the program 

outcome.  

 Select Add Criterion.  WIDS presents a textbox.  Enter the criterion and save your work.  Criteria 

establish specifications by which performance will be evaluated.   

Tip: Try using the WIDS Criteria Library to get performance standard criteria.  The 

Criteria Library offers predesigned criteria for over fifty common types of assessments.   

 

 Once you have a list of criteria, you can drag and drop the grid rows into order. 

Tip:  If you are adding several criteria, it’s often easier to use the Import Criteria from Text 

option.  WIDS presents a textbox for typing.  Enter all of your criteria (placing a hard return at 

the end of each one).  Select Process Text and then select each item you want to add to your list.  

Click Add Selected Items. All of the criteria will be added to the page. 

15. Link Program Outcomes to Exit Learning Outcomes  

WIDS provides tools for you to link program outcomes to core 

abilities, general education outcomes, or external standards.  These 

matrices are sometimes used to validate the program outcomes or 

show how they are related to other types of outcomes. Each outcome 

type has its own page.  

 Place the page into edit mode. 

 WIDS presents a matrix.  Across the top of the matrix are the 

program outcomes.  Down the left side of the matrix are the 

core abilities (or another type of outcome depending on the 

page).  
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 To link the program outcome, click on the appropriate check boxes. 

 Save your work.  

 
Tip:  Because of the number of external standards that might be linked, WIDS allows you to link an 

entire column.  Put the page into edit mode and then click the Program Outcome in the top row. 

WIDS presents the list of standards in a dialog box. Use the checkbox next to each standard to establish a 

link.  

  

Print the Program Outcome Summary 
1.  Select the Quick Print 

WIDS presents a variety of templates available for printing your data.  

- Program Outcome Summary: Program outcome summary data only.  
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- Linked Outcome Matrix:  The matrices showing how program 

outcomes are linked to other types of exit learning outcomes. 

- Program Design:  All program outcome summary 

information, the program course list, the program  

configurations and any program assessment tasks.   

Click on the template. WIDS generates the data to the page. 

2. Customize the Report 

Use the Show/Hide Options dropdown list to see what data 

is included by default in the report. You can click to 

expand the view of a report section. To remove a section or 

an item from the report, click the checkbox to the left of the 

item to unmark it. 

Click the refresh button to update your view of the 

report.  

3. Save the Report 

WIDS allows you to export the report to your computer, save the 

report to the WIDS Documents tab for this project, or print the 

report without saving. 

 

Export:  Click the Export button, and select the format.  Click 

Open to view your report immediately or click Save to save the 

report to your computer. 

Save in WIDS: To save a report in the WIDS Documents tab for this project: 

 Click Save in WIDS. 

 Select the page where you want to save the document. 

 Enter a title for your document and select a document type from the drop list. 

 Select the folder where you want to save the document.  

 Click Save. You can now access your document from the Documents tab. 

Tip: Documents must be saved in a folder. If you do not have a folder on the page, click Add Root 

Folder to add a new folder to the page. 
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Program Courses Tab 
 

 

From this tab you can create new courses, associate existing courses, assign standards and outcomes to 

courses (create curriculum maps), and layout program configurations. 

Program Course List 
Use this page to create or associate courses with the program.  The course list will be used for assigning 

outcomes (creating program maps) and laying out a program configuration (how the program courses 

should be taken across terms).   

WIDS allows for two types of courses: 

 Child courses:  Courses “owned” by the program. The parent program can edit course 

information and assign all outcomes to child courses.   

 Associated courses:   Courses not “owned” by the program.  They may be owned by another 

program or function as free standing courses. For example, general education courses (which 

are used by multiple programs) are often used as associated courses. 

 

 Click Edit to place the page into edit mode. 

 Click Add Course.  This opens a window where you can create a new course or link to an existing 

course. 
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 Select Add a New Course or Link to an Existing Course.   

Tip: To avoid creating duplicate courses in your WIDS application, select Link to an 

Existing Course and search for the course before creating a new course. 

 

Create a New Course 

To create a new course enter data into the fields and select the relationship to the program (child or 

associated).   

Tip:  This creates a new course project in your WIDS application.  You will be assigned as a 

developer for this course and it will appear on your home page. 

Link to an Existing Course 

To link to an existing course, search for the course using the search features.   From the search results, 

click the checkbox next to each course you want to include in the program. Select the Child/Associated 

Relationship to the program from the dropdown list. 

Tip:  Only courses in the same subunit as the program can be designated as child courses. If the 

course is in a different subunit, the relationship will default to associated.   

 

Assign Outcomes to Courses 
1. Assign Core Abilities 
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Use this page to assign core abilities to child courses in the program.  Some colleges use qualifiers 

(introduced, practiced, assessed) to show the level of the linking.  Once assigned, core abilities show as 

uneditable in the course project.     

 Click Edit in the upper right hand corner to begin editing on the page.  WIDS opens the matrix 

for editing. 

 Select the appropriate qualifier from the dropdown list.  

 Click Save and Close. 

 

Tip:  You can only assign core abilities to child courses.  If they have been assigned by the parent 

of the associated course, they will show as uneditable in the grid. 

2. Assign General Education Outcomes 

Use this page to assign general education outcomes to child courses in the program.  Once assigned, 

general education outcomes show as uneditable in the course project.     

 Click Edit in the upper right hand corner to begin editing on the page.  WIDS opens the matrix 

for editing. 

 Select the appropriate qualifier from the dropdown list.  

 Click Save and Close. 

 

Tip:  You can only assign general education outcomes to child courses.  If they have been 

assigned by the parent of the associated course, they will show as uneditable in the grid. 

 

3. Assign Program Outcomes 

Use this page to assign program outcomes to both child and associated courses in the program.    

Tip: You can assign program outcomes to both child and associated courses. Program outcomes 

assigned to child courses will appear in the course project on the appropriate page in the related 
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outcomes section. Program outcomes assigned to associated courses will not appear in those course 

projects-- they only appear in the program matrix. 

 Click Edit in the upper right hand corner to begin editing on the page.  WIDS opens the matrix 

for editing. 

 Select the appropriate qualifier from the dropdown list.  

 Click Save and Close. 

 

4. Assign External Standards 

Use this page to assign external standards to both child and associated courses in the program.    

Tip: You can assign external standards to both child and associated courses. External standards 

assigned to child courses will appear in the course project on the appropriate page in the related 

outcomes section.  External standards assigned to associated courses will not appear in those course 

projects -- they only appear in the program matrix.   

 Click Edit in the upper right hand corner to begin editing on the page.  WIDS opens the matrix 

for editing. 

 If more than one standard set is used, select an external standard set from the dropdown list. 

 

 Select the appropriate qualifier from the dropdown list.  

Tip:  To link an entire course at once, click the course title in the top row. WIDS presents the list of 

standards in a dialog box. Use the dropdown list next to each standard to establish a link. 

 Click Save and Close. 
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Program Configuration 
The program configuration tools allow you to layout the plan for delivering courses in the program. A 

program might have multiple program configurations. Sample configurations include: 

 Certificates 

 Fulltime and part-time enrollment 

 Different academic years   

1. Create a Program Configuration 

To create a program configuration: 

 Click Edit to place the program configuration page into 

edit mode. 

 Select Add Configuration.  This opens a window where 

you enter a title for the configuration. 

 Save your work.  

 

2. Add Program Configuration Information 

The program configuration information tab includes important details 

about the configuration. 

 Select a configuration from the dropdown list. 

 Enter the program description if desired. 

 Identify the Configuration Type by selecting it the dropdown list or 

by entering information in the text box. 

 Click Add Outcomes to associate related outcomes and standards 

with the configuration.  Click on the checkbox to the left of each 

outcome you want to associate. 

Tip: This feature allows you to associate a subset of the program and related outcomes with the 

configuration. For example if you create a configuration for a certificate, you might only 

associate a one or two program outcomes and a single core ability.   Later you will be able to print a 

matrix using this configuration. 

 Save your work. 

 

3. Add Courses to the Configuration 

Use this page to layout the courses and terms for the configuration. 

 Select a configuration from the dropdown list. 

 Click the Add New Semester/Term. This opens a window where you can enter the name of the 

semester or term. Save your work. 
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 Click Add Courses in the table below the term name. This opens a tabbed window where you 

can add an existing course (from your course list) or add a course as a text item (for example 

“elective”). 

 To add courses, click the checkbox to the left of each course you want to include. To the right of 

the course title, select a function code from the dropdown list.  Save your work. 

 If you need to add a course to your configuration that is not in your course list, select the Add 

Course As Text Item tab.  Complete the information and save your work. 

Tip: You can reorder an entire term by dragging and dropping a section using the triple back lines.   

Print Assigned Outcomes Matrices 
Assigned outcome matrices present program outcomes, core abilities, general education outcomes and 

external standards assigned to courses in the program (program map).  Most matrices will print to the 

page.  Sometimes very large (usually external standard reports) need to be sent to the report queue for 

processing.  However any matrix can be sent to the report queue. 
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1 Select the number of columns needed for the report.  Many reports can print on letter size 

paper.  If there are more than 30 columns in the report OR if the report is using standard 

rather than rotated text, select legal size paper. 

2 Select the courses to use in the matrix.  Selection criteria determine the list that appears under 

the Select Items header on the report toolbar.  This allows you to select the courses that 

appear in the matrix or print the matrix by configuration.   

3 Select the header row format.  Rotated text truncates after 40 characters.  If your course titles 

and numbers are more than that, select standard text. 

4 Enter a document title and select a document type from the dropdown list. 

5 Make your selections using the Show/Hide Options selector.  By default, external standards 

are usually turned off for the matrix reports.  Turn them on to print them, or turn off other 

related outcomes that are not needed. 

6 Click Send to Report Queue.     WIDS generates the report while you continue working and 

saves it in the Documents tab, My Program Documents page for this project. It can take 

several minutes for the report to generate. You will receive an email and WIDS notification 

when the report is ready. Rotated text appears only in PDF and Word reports. 
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Program PATs Tab (Performance Assessment Tasks) 

 

 

Performance assessment tasks (or PATs for short) are designed to validate a learner's competence. They 

include a rubric or scoring guide that relates directly to the performance standards of targeted 

outcomes being assessed.  PATs include directions for the assessment, are generally provided to 

students in advance, and serve as the evaluation tool to determine if learners have demonstrated 

mastery. 

In the program, PATs are often used to create assessments for program outcomes, college-wide 

outcomes, or common assessment tools used in multiple courses.  In addition, you can assign PATs to 

one or more courses in the program.   

Create a PAT 
Performance Assessment Tasks are created in the PAT tab. 

1.  Navigate to the PATs tab.  

 

 
2. Click Edit.  To start a PAT, select one of the following: 

 Add/Associate:  Create a new PAT or associate a PAT designed by the organization. 

 Import:  Import a PAT from another program as a starting point or from the PAT Library.  

The library presents over fifty common pre-designed PATs you can use or revise. 

3. If you select Add/Associate to create a new PAT, WIDS presents a text box for you to add a title for 

your PAT.  Click Save.  
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4. Click on the PAT title in the grid to begin developing it.  Or simply click on the Information tab and 

select the PAT title from the dropdown list.  (The Management tab consists mostly of read-only 

data—although you may enter Development Notes there.)  

5. Click Add Target Outcome to link your PAT to one or more outcomes.  WIDS codes the outcomes by 

type: 

 PO:  Program outcome 

 CA:  Core Ability 

 GEO:  General Education Outcome 

Select the outcomes for your PAT by checking one or more boxes.   

 
  

6. Select the Directions tab to move to the next section.  Enter directions for your learners on how to 

complete the PAT.  If desired, enter directions to the evaluators on how to evaluate learner 

performance. 

 

 
7. Select the Scoring Guide tab to begin building a scoring guide for the PAT. 

 Select Add New Criteria to add either 

text rows or performance standard 

criteria to the scoring guide.  WIDS 

provides for two types of criteria: 

Target Outcome Criteria: These are performance standards criteria previously defined for the 

selected outcomes.  If used, these are uneditable here, but when the criteria change on the 
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outcome pages, they change here as well.  To add Target Outcome Criteria, click the checkbox 

next to the item(s). 

Free Form Criteria: These criteria are not linked to any outcomes. WIDS presents a text box for 

you to enter criteria. 

8. WIDS opens a dialogue box with criteria 

from linked outcomes. Select all of the 

items you want to use in your scoring 

guide.  Checking a box in the gray header 

row, will check all boxes beneath it.  You 

can select a rating scale for your scoring 

guide using the dropdown list at the 

bottom of the dialogue box.   

 

9. If you want to add items not included in 

your criteria, use the dropdown list to Add 

Free Form Criteria.  WIDS presents a text 

box for you to enter data.  

 

 
 

Tip:  Once you have added a criterion, click the  sign next to the criterion to add additional 

rows as text.  This will give you a blank row to enter another criterion. 

 

10. Add columns to your rubric if desired.  Select Add/Edit Columns to add, edit, remove or hide 

columns. 
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11. You can change the rating scale for entire scoring guide by selecting a rating from the dropdown list 

and clicking Apply Rating.  Don’t find a rating scale you like in the dropdown list?  No problem; enter 

one of your own in the box and click Apply Rating. 

 

 

12. Selecting Header box means that the 

row will print in bold. If a scoring guide 

addresses criteria for multiple outcomes, 

the outcomes themselves are sometimes 

designated as headers to make them 

stand out. You might also add text rows 

(such as “Product Criteria” and “Process 

Criteria”) and designate them as 

headers. 

13. Click the Scoring tab to enter the PAT 

rating scale and scoring standard. 

Rating scales help define the ratings used in the scoring guide.   They are not always necessary, but 

can be useful if you are using an alpha or numeric rating scale. A scoring standard establishes the 

expectations for acceptable performance and can also help you tie performance to grades. For 

example, a scoring standard might be “You must achieve a rating of at least “2” on each criterion to 

demonstrate competence.” 
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 Add Item to Rating Scale:  Add a new rating item. 

 Import Rating Scales from Text:  Import multiple rating scale items at once by typing in the text 

box that appears, or by using copy and paste from another document. Note: only the rating 

description comes in using this method. 

 Import from a Library:  Copy a rating scale from the library.  The library offers pre-designed 

rating scales you can use or revise. 

Assign PATs to Courses 
Once you have created a PAT, you can assign it to one or more courses in the program.  PATs assigned 

from the program appear automatically in the course so developers and instructors have easy access to 

them.  They are not editable in the course. 

 Click the checkbox(es) under each course to assign the PAT.  (This action places the PAT in the 

course PAT list.)   

 Save your work.   

Tip: Use the horizontal 

scroll bar at the bottom if 

you cannot see all of the 

courses in a program. 

 

Print Performance 

Assessment Tasks 
Select the Quick Prints section from the left navigation in WIDS.   From this page, you can print PAT 

reports, export the reports in a new format to your computer, or save the reports in the WIDS 

Documents tab.  

1. Customize your PAT Quick Prints reports 

 A default PAT report is generated on the PATs Quick 

Prints page.  

 Use the Show/Hide Options dropdown list to see 

what data is included by default in the report. You can 

click to expand the view of a report section. To 

remove a section or an item from the report, click the 

checkbox to the left of the item to unmark it.  To add 

an item that is not checked, click the box to include it. 

 Click the refresh button  to update your view of 

the report. 

2. Select Specific PAT(s) for Your Report 
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By default, WIDS displays all of the PATs in the report until you deselect the ones you do not want to 

save or print.   

 Click Select Items to view available items.  

 WIDS displays a list of the available items with checkboxes next to them.  Uncheck the item(s) 

you do not want included.   

 Click the refresh button  to update your view of the report. 
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Program Assessment Plan Tab 
 

 

The Program Assessment Plan tab allows developers to lay out an Outcome Assessment Plan (OAP) for 

assessing student learning outcomes and then use the results to drive program improvement.   

The Program Outcome Assessment Plan (OAP) is divided into four tabs: 

OAP List OAP Info OAP Plan OAP Analysis 
OAP Custom 

Fields 

Create a new 

OAP or clone an 

existing OAP. 

View general 

information about 

the OAP, set the 

start and end date, 

and change the 

stage. 

Design the OAP 

plan and add 

individual 

assessments.  

Add results and 

improvements to 

assessments 

identified in the 

plan. 

Add data to 

custom fields 

assigned to this 

page.   

 

OAP Stages 

There are three stages of outcome assessment plans. The plan’s stage determines which fields are 

editable.  From each page in WIDS you can select to view one or more stages: 

 

 Planning Stage:  When a plan is created it starts out in the Planning Stage. These plans are in 

process. During this stage the developer lays out the plan for assessing the outcomes (program 

outcomes, core abilties, or other outcomes). 

 Analysis Stage:  Once the plan has been developed and data collected on student progress 

toward the outcomes, the plan moves to the analysis stage.  During this stage the developer can 

add results and identify improvement interventions. 

 Closed Stage:  Once an analysis has been completed the plan is closed. Over a period of years, a 

program may have several archived plans to show program change and improvement.   

All plans start in the planning stage by default.  You can change the stage of a plan  on the OAP Info tab 

for the plan. 

1. OAP List  
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Use this page to add a new outcome assessment plan or 

clone an existing plan. 

 Click Edit. 

 Select Add/Clone OAP.   

 WIDS opens a dialog box.  To add a new OAP enter a 

title in the box provided.   

 To start with a copy of a previously developed OAP for this program, select Clone an Existing 

OAP and rename it.   

 

2.  OAP Info 

Use this page to set the date range for the OAP and select or change the stage.   

 

 

3. OAP Plan 

Use this page to layout the assessment plan for the OAP.  Begin the plan by clicking Add Assessment. 
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WIDS opens a dialogue box with several tabs.  Use the information requested in the tabs to lay out your 

assessment plan. 

 

Use this guide to help you complete the OAP plan. 

 

 Notes Sample Data  

Info Tab 

Assessment 

 

WIDS provides the option to either link to an 

existing PAT (such as a program assessment 

rubric or a core ability rubric) or create a new 

assessment (not linked to a PAT). 

If the assessment is linked to a PAT—the title will 

automatically populate here. Otherwise type in a 

title. 

Tip:  If you did not create any PATs or 

associate organization PATs in your 

program, nothing will appear in the Select a PAT 

Dental Assistant TSA Rubric 

Critical Thinking Assessment 
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 Notes Sample Data  

dropdown list. You must go back to the PAT tab 

to create a PAT for inclusion here. 

Standard for 

Student 

Success 

Enter the expectations for acceptable 

performance on the assessment. 

If you have chosen an existing PAT, this field will 

populate as read only (referencing the 

information provided in the PAT). If you did not 

enter a scoring standard in the PAT, you cannot 

do so here. You must return to the PAT to add 

the information. Then it will automatically 

populate here. 

Students must achieve  a rating 

of at least 2 on each program 

outcome to demonstrate 

competence (passing). 

Program 

Quality 

Objective 

Enter the percentage or number of students 

expected to achieve the standard for student 

success. 

100% of students meet the 

standard. 

Data 

Collection and 

Analysis Plan 

Details 

Enter a brief description of how the data will be 

collected and analyzed. 

All program graduates will be 

assessed. Data will be 

aggregated and reported back to 

faculty. 

Assigned To If desired assign the assessment to someone in 

your organization using the search tools 

provided. Depending on the way your college has 

the notifications set; WIDS can automatically 

notify the person of this assignment via a WIDS 

notification email. 

You may only select one individual for this task. 

Alternatively you can type in the box a group 

name (for example “program faculty”). 

 

Outcomes Tab 

Target 

Outcomes 

If you have entered a new assessment, WIDS 

presents a list of outcomes associated with the 

program sorted by type. Select one or more 

outcomes by checking the box.  
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 Notes Sample Data  

If you have chosen an existing PAT, this field will 

populate as read only (referencing the outcomes 

linked to the PAT). 

Courses Tab 

Course(s) 

Designed for 

Assessment 

and Data 

Collection 

WIDS presents a list of courses in the program. 

Identify the course or courses where the data 

will be collected by checking in the box. 

If you have chosen an existing PAT, the course(s) 

that were assigned the PAT will already be 

checked. 

 DH 450 Oral Health Research 

 DH 495C Oral Health 

Outcomes  

 

Documents Tab 

Linked 

Documents 

If desired, upload supporting documents for the 

plan. (For example, you might upload a more 

detailed data collection plan.) 

 Select Upload Documents. 

 Select Browse to browse your computer 

for a file. Choose a file to upload. 

 Select Attach Files to This Assessment. 

 Select Done. 

Note that files will be available 

on page through a hyperlink, on 

the printout with a hyperlink, 

and stored in the Documents tab 

under Shared Documents in a 

folder with the title of the OAP.   

 

4. OAP Analysis 

Use this page to enter results for the plan and identify improvements going forward.   

 

Tip: If desired, change the stage of the plan to Analysis before moving forward. Return to the OAP 

Info tab to change it. 

 

Select Edit next to the assessment row to enter results.   
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WIDS opens a dialogue box for entering information.   To view the assessment plan while entering 

results, click the + sign next to the Assessment Plan in the dialogue box. 

Use this guide to help you complete the OAP analysis. 

WIDS Field Notes Sample Data  

Results Score Select the overall results for the assessment. WIDS 

presents a dropdown list of choices. (These may 

be edited by the organization.)  Default choices 

are:  

 Not Met 

 Met 

 Surpassed 

 

Results 

Analysis 

Summary 

Provide a brief summary of the results of the 

assessment. You might indicate the percentage of 

students who met the assessment. Do not record 

individual student results here.   

Seventeen students took the 

assessment. Of that number, all 

seventeen passed. 

Program 

Improvement 

Objective 

Using the results of the data, set a program 

improvement objective for improving student 

performance in this area.  

If no improvement is needed because the results 

were Met or Surpassed, you might enter “none 

needed.” 

Provide additional exposure to 

evidence-based practice. 

Improvement 

Interventions 

Identify specific interventions that you will take to 

improve student performance. You might include 

changes to courses or projects, new content that 

will be added, etc. 

Introduce evidence-based 

practice earlier in the program. 

Add journal reading and analysis 

to intro course. 

Introduce and use the 

assessment rubric at student 

conferences. 
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WIDS Field Notes Sample Data  

Notes The field is provided for additional notes of your 

choice. 

 

 

5. Edit Custom Fields 

If your college has defined custom fields for the program outcome assessment plan they will appear 

here.  They may or may not be editable to you.  Place the page into edit mode to find out.  (If fields have 

not been assigned to this page, the page will be blank.) 

The custom field is added to the page in the Project Management tab on the Configure Custom Fields 

page.  If you do not have access to that page, contact your WIDS Site Administrator. 
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Program Documents Tab 
 

 

WIDS projects include a Documents tab for saving, storing, and managing curriculum-related 

documents.    

Manage Documents in the Documents Tab 
The document pages in WIDS are designed to serve as a one-stop location for saving, storing, revising 

retrieving, and sharing curriculum-related files. The page layout uses a common, nested folder/files 

framework. Page functionality allows you to create folders and upload files.  

1. Navigate Documents Folders 

You can navigate among the folders, move folders and files, change folder names, and delete folders 

and files. There are several icons on the Documents page:  

 

 

Add a folder. 

Hint: You can create blue folders. Yellow folders are generated automatically by WIDS.  

 
Add an item.  (Items can be added to blue folders only.  WIDS adds items to yellow folders 

automatically when they are uploaded to select pages in the software.) 

 
Change the name of the folder. 

 

Move the folder to another folder on this page. 

 
Delete the folder. 

 
Navigate up one folder level. 

 

 

2. Select View Options   

Select View Folders and Files to see the folder structure in a tree view.  
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3. Share Documents 

Items in the Documents tabs can be made available to others without logging into the WIDS application.  

Simply right-click on the document icon to obtain the public URL.   

4. Yellow Folders 

Yellow folders are created automatically by the WIDS 

software.  They store documents that have been 

uploaded elsewhere in the application.  If you delete 

the document from its source, it will be deleted from 

the Documents tab also.     

Tip:  You cannot delete yellow folders, add 

documents to them, or delete documents from 

them.  You can however, overwrite the document to 

replace an existing document with a newer version. 

In the Program module there is a yellow folder on the Shared Documents page called Assessment Plan 

Documents.  These store documents that have been uploaded in an outcome assessment plan.  WIDS 

creates a subfolder for each assessment plan. 

5. Save Reports to Documents Tab Folders from Quick Prints Pages 

When you generate a report from another tab in WIDS, you can save it to one of the pages in the 

Documents tab.   

 

Tip:  You must save documents in a folder.  If a folder has not been created, you have the 

opportunity to create one when you Save in WIDS.  You will be asked to select an existing folder 

or Add New Root Folder.  
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Program Project Management Tab 
 

 

The Project Management tab provides useful tools for managing the project. 

 Project history 

 Project role assignments (add or remove) 

 Subunit assignment 

 Approval (request approval, review, delete, expire, and approve) 

 Manage status (for changing status of items within the program without the approval system) 

 Custom fields (create and view) 

Tip:  Visibility of pages in this tab can vary by role.   

1. Management Information Section 

These read-only pages provide useful information about the program.  

2. Assign Roles 

Use this page to manage the roles for the program.  When you assign a role to a user, the program 

appears on the user’s home page.  

Tip: If you created the program, you are automatically assigned the Developer role. 

 Click Edit at the upper right. 

 Enter the First Name and/or Last Name in the text box and click Search. 

 Select a role from the dropdown list. 

 Click the Assign Role button to save your work. 

To remove a user from a role click Remove to the right of the user's name in the Users and Roles table. 

You will be asked to confirm your deletion. 
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3. Assign Subunit 

Projects are assigned a subunit or “home” in the system.  

Projects that are not associated with a subunit have the 

status of Personal.  Once associated with a subunit, a project 

moves from “personal” to “WIP” status.   

Programs can change subunits, but note this rule: Only 

courses that are not owned by programs can change subunits 

at the course level. If a course is a child of a program, the 

subunit for the course is always the same as the parent 

program.  If the parent program changes subunits, all of the 

child courses will change too. 

 Click Edit at the top of the page. 

 The current subunit assignment will show as selected. (If the project has a Personal status, no 

assignment will be shown.) 

 Select the new subunit from the list available.  Use the sign to expand the unit to see subunits. 

 Click Save 
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4. Request Approval (Deletion or Expiration) 

Once you have completed your work in WIDS, you can 

request approval to make the program active in the 

WIDS system.   

 Click Edit at the top of the page. 

 The item(s) available for approval will appear on the page.  Click the box next to the items you want 

to request for approval.  

  Add a Suggested Active Date if desired (or leave it blank). 

 Click Save & Close.  

Notifications: Depending on your college 

settings, WIDS may open a notification box. 

 Select a user for your notification.  You can 

either search for an individual by name or 

send to all people with a particular role 

(using the Select by Role option—all 

Reviewers, for example). 

 Click Add Recipients to add them to your 

list. 

 Scroll down to edit the message that is sent.  

If desired, add a hyperlink to a saved 

Program Outcome Summary Report 

document you may have stored in the 

Documents tab within WIDS.  WIDS sends a 

notification to the users you identified that 

the project is ready for review.  

Tip:  You may need to scroll down to see and edit the notification message.   

5. Request Deletion 

A WIP Project can be deleted.  If you do not have the editing rights to delete the project, you can 

request deletion of it.  Once deleted, the project will no longer exist in your database.   Note that this is 

different from Expiration (see the next step). 

Tip: This tab is only visible to projects with a WIP status. Once a project has been approved, it 

can no longer be deleted by the Developer.  Approved projects can be expired using the Request 

Expiration tab. 

 Click Edit 
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 Click the Request Deletion tab.  Click the checkbox to the left of the program name.   

  Save & Close. 

 

6. Request Expiration 

Entire projects or components of a project (i.e. a program outcome) can be expired.  Expiration allows 

you to set a date for when the project or component will no longer be available for use.  Site 

Administrators can restore components that have been expired.  The project or component is not 

deleted from the college database. 

Tip: This tab is only visible to projects with an Active or Future status.  Projects with a WIP status 

show the Request Deletion tab. 

 Click Edit 

 Click the checkbox to the left of the item(s) you would like expired. You can also enter an 

expiration date in the text box or click the calendar icon to suggest an expiration date for the 

item. 

  Save & Close  

Tip:  You can withdraw your approval requests on the Review Pending page. 

 

7. Review and Withdraw Approval Requests 

Use this page to provide feedback on the program or program components. Developers can use this 

page to withdraw an approval request.  Note that only items that have been requested for approval 

appear on this page. 

To add a review: 

 Click Add/View Reviews. This opens a tabbed window where you can enter a review in the text 

box. 

 Select Approve, Revise or Decline from the Make Recommendation dropdown list.   

 Click the Submit Review button. 

 Click Save & Close to prompt the notification. 

To withdraw an approval request 

Tip: Use this feature to withdraw an approval request. This replaces the item back on the Request 

Approval page and removes the Pending Approval status. The status of the item returns to WIP. 

 Click Remove to the right of the item(s) you want to remove for review. You’ll be asked to 

confirm your decision. 

 Click Save and Close. If your site administrator has defined notifications for the project, you may 

have the option to send a notification. 
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8. Approve Pending 

Use the Approve Pending page to approve, expire, and delete a program or its components.   There are 

separate tabs for approvals and expirations.   

 

 In edit mode, select the Approve or Decline checkbox to the left of an item. 

- If you select Decline, you must also add a comment. Comments are optional for approved 

items. Enter your comment in the text box. 

 Enter a date in the text box or click the calendar icon to suggest a date for the action.   

 Click Save. 

 If your site administrator has defined notifications for the project, a notification window may 

give you the option to modify, send, or cancel the notification. 

 

9. Manage Status 

The Manage Status page allows you to manage the status of program items without using the approval 

system.  You can manage the status of all approval items in the program.  You can also delete WIP items 

here or change the status of Active items back to WIP so you can delete them.  You can only modify the 

status of projects that are Active, Future, or Expired.  

Tip:  You cannot manage the status of the entire project here.  To change the status of the 

program or program itself, go to the Site module, Manage Projects page.  

 In edit mode, click in the checkbox next to the item you want to change. 

 Select the new status from the dropdown list.  If necessary, change the Active Date or Expiration 

Date.   

 Click Save. 
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Tip: Once an item is WIP, the Delete or Remove option becomes available.  (If you change the item 

from another status to WIP, you will need to save your work before the remove or delete option 

becomes available.) 

 

 
 

10. Configure Custom Fields 

The Configure Custom Fields page allows you to see fields assigned to all programs from the site 

level.  You can also configure custom fields for this program or child courses of this program. 

 Click Edit. 

 Click Add Custom Field. This opens a window where you can enter the name of the new field in 

a text box.    

 Enter default text to describe the field if desired.  Leave the field blank if you want the user to 

enter the data later. 

 Keep the User Editable box checked, if you want to allow others to change the field. Uncheck to 

make the field read-only. 

 Select the Location for the project from the dropdown list. 

 Click Save 
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11. Custom Fields 

This page shows you the custom fields assigned to this program’s Project Management tab from the 

Configure Custom Fields page.  If the field is editable, place the page into edit mode and enter or revise 

the text. 
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Course Overview 

 

The WIDS Course module provides a framework for developing a course, or module of instruction, 

around performance-based learning principles.  Performance-based learning makes the link between 

what is taught and the skills learners actually apply in their jobs or life roles.   

There are three phases in the learning design process. 

 Phase 1:  Determine what the learners will learn (this happens in the Course Outcome Summary 

tab in WIDS). 

 Phase 2:  Determine when the learners have learned the outcomes (this happens in the My PATs  

tab in WIDS). 

 Phase 3:  Determine how learners will learn the outcomes (this happens in the My Learning 

Plans tab in WIDS). 

WIDS Tabs Overview 
Once you open a course, you will see multiple tabs across the top of the page.  Each tab allows you to 

perform one or more tasks related to course design. 

Project 
Management 

Course 
Outcome 
Summary Syllabus 

My Learning 
Plans My PATs Documents 

View the 
course 
approval and 
revision 
history, add 
and remove 
roles, request 
approval, 
review and 
approve the 
course and 
course 
components, 
copy the 
course and add 
or edit custom 
fields. 

Enter the 
course 
information 
and outcomes 
for the course.   

Create a 
syllabus for 
the course.    

Create 
learning plans 
(or modules) 
for the course.    

Create rubrics 
and scoring 
guides for the 
course.    

View and 
upload 
associated 
documents 
related to 
the course. 
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Course Outcome Summary Tab 

 

The Course Outcome Summary documents official information about a course, such as the course 

description, learner supplies, competencies, and more.  

Create Course Information  
Tip:  WIDS may have screens for information you do not need.  If you leave a page blank, WIDS 

automatically excludes that section from any printouts.  

1. Enter Course Information 

Use this page to enter the course number, title and description. 

Click Edit to place the page into edit mode.  

 

 If you are working on a WIP course, enter as much 

information on this page as desired.  

 If your course is already approved, an Add Revision 

button will show.  (You will not see this button 

unless your course is approved.) Click the Add 

Revision button to revise the existing course 

information.   

 Save your work.  
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2. Enter Target Population 

Use this page to enter the target population for the 

course. 

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Enter as much information as desired in the 

textbox. 

 Select Save and Close. 

 

3. Enter Purpose or Goals 

Use this page to enter the broad purpose or goals for the course. (Do not enter specific course outcomes 

here. You will enter those later on the competency page.) 

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Click Add Purpose/Goal to add a new statement.  WIDS presents a textbox.  Enter your 

statement. 

4. Enter Pre/Corequisites 

Use this page to enter the pre or corequisites for the course. 

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Click Add Pre/Corequisite.  WIDS presents a textbox.  Select the type (prerequisite, corequisite, 

pre/corequisite) from the dropdown list. Enter the course or requirement. 

 Click Save. 
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5. Enter Textbooks 

Use this page to enter textbooks for the course.  

If multiple instructors teach this course, enter 

only those textbooks that are common to all 

sections of the course.   Instructors will have the 

option to add textbooks in the syllabus too. 

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Click Add Textbook.  WIDS presents a 

textbox.   Enter the textbook 

information exactly as you want it to 

print.  Enter an annotation (a comment 

about the textbook) if desired. 

 Click Save. 

6. Enter Bibliography Items 

Use this page to enter bibliography references for your course.  If multiple instructors teach this course, 

enter only those resources that are common to all sections of the course.   Instructors will have the 

option to add bibliography items in the syllabus too. 

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Click Add Item to Bibliography.  WIDS presents a textbox.   Enter your bibliographic reference 

information exactly as you want it to print.  Enter an annotation (a comment about the item) in 

the lower box if desired. 

 Click Save. 

 

7. Enter Supplies 

Use this page to enter supplies all learners will need for the course (i.e. safety glasses, lab coat).  If 

multiple instructors teach this course, enter only those supplies that are common to all sections of the 

course.   Instructors will have the option to add supplies in the syllabus too. 

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Click Add Learner Supply.  WIDS presents a textbox.   Enter the supply information exactly as 

you want it to print.    

 Click Save. 
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8. Enter Grading Information 

Use this page to enter course grading 

information.  In the course outcome 

summary, enter only grading 

information common to all sections of 

the course.  If desired, start with a 

grading rationale from the Grading 

Information Library. 

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Enter course grading 

information in the textbox.   

 

9. Enter Course Guidelines 

Course guidelines provide information to learners about attendance, late work, cell phones, etc.   If 

desired, add guidelines from the Guideline Library to get started.  Once you add a library item to your 

course, you can edit or revise it. 

In the course outcome summary, enter only those guidelines that are common to all sections of the 

course.  Instructors can add additional guidelines in the syllabus. 

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Click Add Guideline. 

 Enter the title and guideline statement. 

 If you have several guidelines, you can drag and drop the grid rows into order.  Click on a grid 

row to drag it to the new location. 

 Click Save.  

 

10. Enter Custom Fields 

If your college has defined custom fields for the course outcome summary, they will appear here.  They 

may or may not be editable to you.  Place the page into edit mode to find out. If you need a custom field 

for your course, contact your WIDS Site Administrator. 

11. Associate or Confirm Core Abilities  
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Core abilities represent college-wide outcomes and are often transferable skills, attitudes, and abilities 

to be mastered by learners completing a degree or certificate.  Core abilities are entered and approved 

in the Organization module in WIDS.  They are often assigned by the parent program.  If the parent 

program has assigned core abilities to this course, they will appear here.  You will not be able to remove 

or edit them.  (You will need to go to the program to do so.) 

To add core abilities not assigned by the parent program:  

 Click Edit on the page. 

 Select Add Core Abilities. 

 WIDS provides a list of core abilities to select from.  Select the core abilities you want to 

associate by clicking in the box. 

 Click Save. 

 

12. Associate or Confirm General Education Outcomes 

General education outcomes represent foundational academic and life-long learning skills, knowledge 

and perspectives pertaining to a degree, discipline or program.  General education outcomes are 

entered and approved in the Organizational module in WIDS.  They are often assigned by the parent 

program.  If the parent program has assigned general education outcomes to this course, they will 

appear here.  You will not be able to remove or edit them.  (You will need to go to the program to do 

so.) 

To add general education outcomes not assigned by the parent program:  

 Click Edit on the page. 

 Select Add Gen Ed Outcome. 

 WIDS provides a list of general education outcomes to select from.  Select the outcomes you 

want to associate by clicking in the box. 

 Click Save.  

 

13. View Program Outcomes 
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Program outcomes represent the field-specific skills, attitudes, and abilities to be mastered by learners 

completing a program or certificate. Program outcomes must be assigned by the parent program to 

appear here.  You can view assigned program outcomes here, but you cannot assign them.  You will 

need to go to the parent program’s Assign Program Outcomes page to do so. 

 

14. Associate or Confirm External Standards 

External standards represent credentialing requirements established by an external organization.  State 

standards, national skills standards, and professional standards are all examples.  External standards are 

associated with a course to validate the course for accreditation and to link standards to course 

competencies. External standards are often assigned by the parent program.  If the parent program has 

assigned standards to this course, they will appear here.  You will not be able to remove or edit them.  

(You will need to go to the program to do so.) 

Tip:  WIDS provides common sets of external standards for your use.  Don’t see what you need?  

You can request the addition of an external standard set by contacting your Site Administrator.    

To add standards not assigned by the parent program:  

 Click Edit on the page. 

 Select Associate External Standard Set. 

 WIDS provides a list of standard sets in folders 

for selection.  If you do not see the standard 

set you need, contact your WIDS Site 

Administrator. 

 Expand the folder using the + sign to see the 

standard sets.  Check the standard set you 

want to associate.  Click Save. 

 WIDS associates the folder set to your page.  

 Click on the title of the standard set to open it.  WIDS presents a tabbed page with standard 

information and the target standards.   

 Click on the Target Standards tab.  Check the standards you want to associate with this course.   
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 Click Save & Close.  

 

15. Enter Competencies 

Competencies represent the learning outcomes for the course.  They provide an organizing framework 

for planning and implementing the learning experience.  Competencies describe what you want learners 

to do and must be stated in observable, measurable terms. 

 Click Edit on the page.  

 Click Add Competency to add a new statement.  WIDS presents a textbox with a verb library.  

Enter your statement or search the verb library for a verb to start your competency.     

 To use the verb library, select a domain and level from the dropdown list and click Search.  WIDS 

presents verbs that meet your selection in the Select a Verb dropdown list.   

To use the verb library, select a domain and level from the dropdown list and 

click Search.  WIDS presents verbs that meet your selection in the Select a 

Verb dropdown list.   

To select a verb from the list, click on a verb and click Apply Verb.  WIDS places the 

verb in the dialogue box.  Competencies are typically written at the applying level or  
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 Note—only WIP competencies can be deleted from this page.  Active competencies must be 

expired.  To expire a competency, go to the Project Management tab and Request Approval page.  

Select the Request Expiration tab to request the removal of a competency. 

16. Enter Performance Standards 

Performance standards consist of both assessment strategies and criteria.  They help define the skill 

identified in the competency and clarify required levels of performance.  The assessment strategy 

identifies the strategies that will be used to assess student performance.  The criteria specify how the 

performance will be evaluated. 

From the Competency page, select the Performance Standards tab.  Select a competency from the 

dropdown list.  Place the page into edit mode. 

 Select Add Assessment Strategy.  WIDS presents a dropdown list of options.  Select one from 

the list or enter your own in the textbox. 

 Select Add Criterion.  WIDS presents a textbox.  Enter the criterion and save your work.   

 

Tip: Try using the WIDS Criteria Library to get performance standard criteria.  The Criteria 

Library offers predesigned criteria for over fifty common types of assessments.   
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 Once you have a list of criteria, you can drag and drop the grid rows if you need to reorder 

them. 

Tip:  If you are adding several criteria, it’s often easier to use the Import Criteria from Text 

option.  WIDS presents a textbox. Enter all of your criteria (placing a hard return at the end of 

each one) or paste them in as text.  Select Process Text, and then select each item you want to 

add to your list.  Click Add Selected Items. All of the criteria will be added to the page. 

17. Enter Learning Objectives 

Learning objectives describe the supporting skills, knowledge and attitudes that learners need to learn 

as they work toward the achievement of a competency.  Learning objectives serve as benchmarks for 

learning a competency.   

From the Competency page, select the Learning Objectives tab.  Select a competency from the 

dropdown list. 

 In edit mode, select Add Learning Objective.  WIDS presents a textbox.  Enter the learning 

objective and save your work.   

 Once you have a list of learning objectives, you can reorder the items by dragging and dropping. 

Tip:  If you are adding several learning objectives, it’s often easier to use the Import Learning 

Objectives from Text option.  WIDS presents a textbox.  Enter all of your learning objectives 

(placing a hard return at the end of each one) or paste them in as text.  Select Process Text, and 

then select each item you want to add to your list.  Click Add Selected Items. All of the learning 

objectives will be added to the page.  
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18. Link Competencies to Other Outcomes   

WIDS provides tools for you to link competencies to core 

abilities, general education outcomes, program outcomes, 

and external standards.  Each outcome type has its own 

page. 

 Click Edit on the page. 

 WIDS presents a matrix.  Across the top of the 

matrix are competencies in the course.  Down the 

left side of the matrix are the core abilities (or 

another type of outcome depending on the page).  

 To link the competency, click on the appropriate check boxes. 

 Click Save.  

 

 
19. Associate Learning Plans and PATs with the Course Outcome Summary 

WIDS allows you to designate Learning Plans (LPs) and Performance Assessment Tasks (PATs) for use by 

all instructors who teach the course. When LPs and PATs are placed in this list, it means that they will 

appear on every instructor’s list of Course Items as Course Learning Plans or Course PATs.  

In some cases, a PAT may have been assigned by the parent program. If so, the PAT will appear here. 

This association cannot be removed here. You must navigate to the parent program PAT assignment 

matrix to do so.  

Tip: You can only associate PATs or learning plans that have already been created.  If you have not 

created learning plans or PATs, there will be nothing to associate on this page. 

 Click Edit on the Course LPs/PATs page. 

 Click Add Course Item. This opens a tabbed window that presents shared learning plans and 

PATs.  

 In each tab, click the checkbox next to the LPs or PATs you want to add to the list. 

 If desired, drag and drop grid rows to change the order.  (This represents a printing order.) 

 Click Save. 
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Print the Course Outcome Summary 
Reports for printing are located at the bottom of the tab.  Each tab presents a different set of reports 

based on the information available in that tab. 

1. Select the Quick Prints page 

WIDS presents a variety of templates available for printing your data. The two most common are: 

- Course Outcome Summary: Course outcome summary data only.  

- Course Design:  Course outcome summary and associated 

learning plans and PATs. 

Click on the template. WIDS generates the data to the page. 

2. Customize the Report 

Use the Show/Hide Options dropdown list to see what data is 

included by default in the report. You can click to expand the 

view of a report section. To remove a section or an item from the 

report, click the checkbox to the left of the item to unmark it.   

Click the refresh button  to update your view of the report. 

3. Save the Report 

WIDS allows you to export the report to your own computer, save the report to the WIDS Documents 

tab for this project, or print the report without saving. 

 

Export:  Click the Export button, and select the format.  Click Open to view your report immediately or 

click Save to save the report to your computer. 
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Save in WIDS: To save a report in the WIDS Documents tab for this project: 

 Click Save in WIDS. 

 Select the page where you want to save the 

document. 

 Enter a title for your document and select a 

document type from the dropdown list. 

 Select the folder where you want to save the 

document.  

 Click Save. You can now access your document from the Documents tab. 

Tip: Documents must be saved in a folder when saving in WIDS. If you do not have a folder on the 

page, click Add Root Folder. This will add a new folder to the documents page. 
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My Syllabus Tab 

 

In WIDS, a syllabus is linked to an individual instructor who teaches a course.  You can create multiple 

syllabi for a single course.  For example, you might create a syllabus for a Monday/Wednesday/Friday 

section and a different syllabus for your online section. 

WIDS uses the information you entered in the course outcome summary as a starting point for the 

syllabus.  Data entered in the course outcome summary is read-only in the syllabus. 

 

Tip:  You usually cannot create a syllabus for a course until it has been approved. 

 

1. Navigate to the My Syllabi tab 

 

2. Add or Copy a Syllabus 

Place the page into edit mode.   

 Select Add to create a new syllabus 

 Select Copy to copy a syllabus you have previously created for this course or one someone else 

has created and shared.  

Tip: If you do not have the Instructor role in this course, 

WIDS will generate an on-page Instructor Self Sign-up 

option.  With a single click, you will become an instructor 

for the course!  

 Enter a title for your syllabus. Include data, such as the 

semester and year so you can find it later (i.e. Online Fall 

2014).   

 Enter a start and end date for your syllabus. 

 

Tip: The start and end dates are important!  These dates determine the version of the course 

that will be used for the course information. 

 

Add Section Information and Instructor Information by clicking on the tabs.   
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3. Confirm or Add Additional Course Information 

Expand the Course Information section.  Review and/or add information as desired to the pages. 

Data added in the Course Outcome Summary tab will be read-only here.  It can only be edited in the 

course outcome summary.   

 
4. View Outcomes 

Expand the Outcomes section to view the related outcomes and course competencies.  

Tip: Outcomes are read-only here.  They can only be edited in the course outcome summary.   

 

5. Associate LPs/PATs 

If you have created learning plans or PATs 

for this course, you can associate them with 

this syllabus.  These can be re-ordered here 

using the drag and drop method. When your 

syllabus is ready, you can print a Syllabus 

Course Design report that includes your 

syllabus with all of the learning plans and 

PATs in the correct sequence.  
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6. Create a Schedule 

 Select Add/Edit Schedule and 

choose to create your schedule 

by date, week or session. 

 Select Add/Edit Columns to 

add up to four columns to your 

schedule.   

 Check columns you want to 

show in your grid. 

Tip: Competencies, Learning Activities and PATs columns cannot be renamed.  These columns 

allow you to link to the associated WIDS components. 

Once your schedule is created, you can edit one row at time.  WIDS opens a dialogue box with a 

separate tab for each column you have selected.    

 

 

Print your Syllabus  
Expand the Quick Prints section and select the Syllabus report template.  WIDS generates a print 

preview of your syllabus to the page.  

 Select Show/Hide Options to customize the data that appears on your report.   

 Click    on the report toolbar to refresh your report. 

 Click Select Items to print a particular syllabus (if you have more than one) 

 Click Export to select an export format and save it to your computer 
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 Click Save in WIDS to save it to the WIDS Documents tab 

Submit Your Syllabus for Approval 
 

1. Navigate to the Syllabus List 

From the syllabus tab, select the Syllabus List page.  

 Click Edit 

 From the syllabus list, click Submit to the right of the syllabus you want to submit.   

 

Tip: You must be in edit mode to see the Submit option. 

2. Generate a Syllabus Report 

When you click Submit, WIDS generates a syllabus report.  This report is exactly what will be 

submitted when you submit it. 

If desired, use the Show/Hide Options feature to select or deselect items for submission.  

3. Submit the Syllabus 

Click Submit on the report toolbar. 

 

 

When you click Submit, you'll see a dialogue box that gives you a public URL for the syllabus. You 
can copy and paste this address into another website or document to make it available to others 
without logging into WIDS. 
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Submitted syllabi are also archived in the Documents tab, My Course Documents page in the My 
Submitted Syllabi folder.  
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My Learning Plans Tab 

  

A learning plan is the document written by the instructor for the learner. It is designed to help your 

learners navigate through the learning process. A learning plan links competencies and learning 

objectives with learning activities and performance assessments. In other words, a learning plan links 

what learners will learn to do, with how they will learn, and when they will know they have successfully 

demonstrated the competencies.   

Teaching plans, on the other hand, are created for the instructor to go along with the learning plan. 

They suggest what the instructor will do to facilitate learning. It is a guide, usually prepared by the 

teacher who will use it and can be viewed by selecting the Teaching view of a learning plan.  

1. Navigate to the My Learning Plans tab. 

 

2. Create a learning plan. 

Click Edit.  There are two grids on the List page:  

 My Learning Plan Collection:  These are the learning plans that belong to you and are not part 

of the general course collection.  These learning plans are only visible to you.  All learning plans 

start here.    

 Course Learning Plans:  These learning plans have been designated in the Course Outcome 

Summary tab as belonging to the course.  These learning plans are visible to everyone who 

teaches this course.  You may not be able to edit these learning plans unless you have a 

developer role. 

 

In the top grid click Add, Import or Copy. 

 Add:  Create a new learning plan. 

 Import:  Copy a learning 

plan from another course in 

WIDS. 

 Copy:  Copy one of your 

learning plans or a learning 

plan shared by someone 

else typically as a starting 

point for a new learning 

plan. 
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3. WIDS presents a text box for you to add a title for your learning plan.  Since a learning plan is 

generally created for a single competency or two related competencies, you might want to give it a 

title descriptive of the competency.  For example, if the competency is, “Tailor a presentation to a 

specific audience” you could title the learning plan “Audience Analysis.”   

 

4. Click on the learning plan title in the grid to begin developing it.  Or simply click on the Information 

tab and select the learning plan title from the dropdown list. 

 

 
5. When you click the title, WIDS opens the Information tab.  (The Management tab is mostly read-

only data—although you may enter Development Notes there.) Click Add Target Competencies to 

link your learning plan to one or more competencies.  

 

 
6. WIDS opens a dialogue box with the competencies for the course.  The dialogue box shows the 

competencies you entered in the course outcome summary.   Select the competency(ies) your 

learning plan will focus on by checking one or more boxes.   

 

Tip:  You cannot add or edit competencies here.  You must do that in the Course Outcome 

Summary tab.   

To view the related performance standards and learning objectives, click the  sign next to the 

competency. 
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7. Enter the overview or purpose for the learning plan.  The overview is written directly to the learners 

and provides an orientation to the learning plan.  The intent is to hook their interest and motivate 

them to complete the activities in the learning plan.  This will print at the top of the learning plan as 

an introduction to it. 

 

8. Select the Learning Activities tab to move to the next section. 

 
9. Select your view of the learning plan activities.   

 Learning:  View the learning 

cycle and the learning 

activity. 

 Teaching:  View the learning 

cycle, learning activity, 

learning materials, and 

teaching notes. 

 Detail:  View all available data. 

Tip:  You can design in any of the views. The view always defaults to Learning when 

returning to this page. 

10.  You can add learning activities in three ways: 

Add New Learning Activity:  WIDS presents a dialogue box where you can enter the cycle, the 

learning activity statement, the teaching notes, learning materials and learning activity properties.   

Import Learning Activities from Text:  WIDS presents a dialogue box where you can enter or copy 

and paste multiple learning activity statements.  Note this only allows entry of learning activity 

statements—you cannot add teaching notes, learning materials, or learning activity properties this 

way.  You can add them later by editing each activity. 

Import from the Library:  WIDS presents a dialogue box where you can copy learning activities from 

the WIDS Learning Activity Library or import from another course in WIDS.   
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11. To add a new learning activity:  

 Click Add New Learning Activity.  WIDS presents a dialogue box for data entry. 

 If desired, select the phase of the learning cycle from the Learning Cycle dropdown list. 

 Enter the learning activity statement. (This is what you want the learner to do.  For example, 

you might enter:   “COMPLETE the Speech Making Wheel handout.”) 

 If desired, enter your notes for leading the activity in the Teaching Notes box. 

 Optional: Complete items on the Activity Detail tab. 

 If desired, upload or designate related learning materials (handouts, presentations, 

websites, etc.) in the Learning Materials tab. 

 

12. To import a learning activity from the library: 

To help you design learning activities, WIDS includes an extensive learning activity library.  You can 

use these as starting points for your own learning activities. 

 Click Import from a Bank or Library.  WIDS opens a dialogue box. 

 Select the Learning/Assessment Activity Library at the top of the dialogue box.   

 

 WIDS presents a dialogue box with a variety of learning and assessment activities.  You can 

search the library using the search criteria at the bottom of the library dialogue box.   

 To add an item from the library, check one or more activities and click Save.  

 

13.  Select the Assessment Activities tab to move to the next section.  

 

Assessment activities represent the assignments learners will complete, or submit, to demonstrate 

mastery of the competencies designated in the learning plan.   A learning plan may have more than 

one assessment activity.  Assessment activities might reference a performance assessment task you 

have created in WIDS.  Examples might include: 
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 SUBMIT the Audience Analysis form. 

 COMPLETE the Audience Analysis performance assessment task. 

  Click Add or Import to add one or more assessment activities for your learning plan. 

14. Select the Learning Materials tab to move to the next section.  

 

 When you enter learning materials in your learning activities or assessment activities, they are 

compiled in the Learning Materials tab.  Learning materials can also be added directly here. Click 

Add Learning Material.  WIDS presents a dialogue box for you to complete. 

Tip:  WIDS automatically 

stores documents that are 

uploaded as learning materials in 

the Documents tab.  Your 

personal documents are located 

in the My Documents page in the 

My Learning Materials folder in a 

subfolder with the same name as 

the learning plan.  If the learning 

plan is designated as a “course” learning plan in the Course Outcome Summary tab, the related 

documents are in the Shared Documents page in the Learning Materials folder in a subfolder by 

learning plan. 

Print Your Learning Plan 
Select the Quick Prints section from the left navigation in WIDS.   WIDS presents several report options 

for printing.  You can print directly from the page, export the reports to your computer, or save the 

reports in the WIDS Documents tab. 

To customize your reports: 

 Generate the report on the page. 

 Use the Show/Hide Options dropdown list 

to see what data is included by default in the 

report. You can click to expand the view 

of a report section. To remove an item or 

section from the report, click the checkbox 

to the left of the item to unmark it.  To add 

an item that is not checked, click the box to 

include it. 
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 Click the refresh button  to update your view of the report. 

Tip: By default, WIDS displays all of the learning plans in the report until you deselect the ones 

you do not want to save or print.   

To generate a single learning plan or specific set of learning plans: 

 Click Select Items to view available items. WIDS displays a list of the available items with 

checkboxes next to them.  Uncheck the item(s) you do not want included.   

 

 Click the refresh button  to update your view of the report. 
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My PATs Tab (Performance Assessment Tasks) 

 

Performance assessment tasks (or PATs for short) are designed to validate a learner's competence. They 

include a rubric or scoring guide that relates directly to the performance standards of targeted 

outcomes being assessed.  PATs include directions for the assessment, are generally provided to 

students in advance, and serve as the evaluation tool to determine if learners have demonstrated 

mastery. 

In the course, PATs are often used to create assessments for course competencies, college-wide 

outcomes, or external standards.    

Tip:  you should design competencies and performance standards in the Course Outcome Summary 

tab prior to developing a performance assessment task. 

Create a PAT 
Performance Assessment Tasks are created in the PAT tab. 

1.  Navigate to the PATs tab.  

 

 
2. Click Edit.  To start a PAT, select one of the following: 

 Add/Associate:  Create a new PAT or associate a PAT designed by the organization. 

 Import:  Import a PAT from another course as a starting point or from the PAT Library.  The 

library presents pre-designed PATs you can use or revise. 
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3. If you select Add/Associate to create a new PAT, WIDS presents a text box for you to add a title for 

your PAT.  Click Save.  

 

 
4. Click on the PAT title in the grid to begin developing it.  Or simply click on the Information tab and 

select the PAT title from the drop list.    (The Management tab consists mostly of read-only data—

although you may enter Development Notes there.)  

 

5. Click Add Target Outcome to link your PAT 

to one or more outcomes.  WIDS codes the 

outcomes by type: 

 PO:  Program outcome 

 CA:  Core Ability 

 GEO:  General Education Outcome 

 CC:  Course Competency 

Select the outcomes for your PAT by 

checking one or more boxes.   

6. Select the Directions tab to move to the 

next section.  Enter directions for your 

learners on how to complete the PAT.  If 

desired, enter directions to the 

evaluators on how to evaluate learner 

performance. 

 

7. Select the Scoring Guide tab to begin 

building a scoring guide for the PAT. 

Select Add New Criteria to add either text rows or performance standard criteria to the scoring 

guide.   
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WIDS provides for two types of criteria: 

 Target Outcome Criteria: These are performance standards criteria previously defined for 

the selected outcomes.  If used, these are uneditable here, but when the criteria change on 

the outcome pages, they change here as well.  To add Target Outcome Criteria, click the 

checkbox next to the item(s). 

 Free Form Criteria: These criteria are not linked to any outcomes. WIDS presents a text box 

for you to enter criteria. 

 

 
8. WIDS opens a dialogue box with criteria 

from linked outcomes. Select all of the 

items you want to use in your scoring 

guide.  Checking a box in the gray header 

row, will check all boxes beneath it.  You 

can select a rating scale for your scoring 

guide using the dropdown list at the 

bottom of the dialogue box.   

 

9. If you want to add items not included in 

your criteria, use the dropdown list to 

Add Free Form Criteria.  WIDS presents a 

text box for you to enter data.  
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Tip:  Once you have added a criterion, click the  sign next to the criterion to add additional 

rows as text.  This will give you a blank row to enter another criterion. 

 

10. Add columns to your scoring guide if desired.  Select Add/Edit Columns to add, edit, remove or hide 

columns. 

 
 

11. You can change the rating scale for entire scoring guide by selecting a rating from the dropdown list 

and clicking Apply Rating.  Don’t find a rating scale you like in the dropdown list?  No problem; enter 

one of your own in the box, and click Apply Rating. 
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12. Selecting Header means that the row will 

print in bold. If a scoring guide addresses 

criteria for multiple outcomes, the 

outcomes themselves are sometimes 

designated as headers to make them 

stand out. You might also add text rows 

(such as “Product Criteria” and “Process 

Criteria”) and designate them as headers. 

 

13. Click the Scoring tab to enter the PAT 

rating scale and scoring standard. 

Rating scales help define the ratings used in the scoring guide.   They are not always necessary, but 

can be useful if you are using an alpha or numeric rating scale. A scoring standard establishes the 

expectations for acceptable performance and can also help you tie performance to grades. For 

example, a scoring standard might be “You must achieve a rating of at least “2” on each criterion to 

demonstrate competence.” 

 Add Item to Rating Scale:  Add a new rating item. 

 Import Rating Scales from Text:  Import multiple rating scale items at once by typing in the text 

box that appears, or by using copy and paste from another document. Note: only the rating 

description comes in using this method. 

 Import from a Library:  Copy a rating scale from the library.  The WIDS Rating Scale Library 

includes predesigned rating scales you can use or revise. 

Print Performance Assessment Tasks 
Select the Quick Prints section from the left navigation in WIDS.   From this screen, you can print PAT 

reports, export the reports in a new format to your computer, or save the reports in the WIDS 

Documents tab.  

1. Customize your PAT Quick Prints reports 
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 A default PAT report is generated on the 

PATs Quick Prints screen.  

 Use the Show/Hide Options dropdown list 

to see what data is included by default in 

the report. You can click to expand the 

view of a report section. To remove a 

section or an item from the report, click 

the checkbox to the left of the item to 

unmark it.  To add an item that is not 

checked, click the box to include it. 

 Click the refresh button  to update 

your view of the report. 

2. Select Specific PAT(s) for Your Report 

By default, WIDS displays all of the PATs in the report until you deselect the ones you do not want to 

save or print.   

 Click Select Items to view available items.  

 WIDS displays a list of the available items with checkboxes next to them.  Uncheck the item(s) 

you do not want included.   

 Click the refresh button  to update your view of the report. 
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Course Documents Tab 
 

 

WIDS projects include a Documents tab for saving, storing, and managing curriculum-related 

documents.    

Manage Documents in the Documents Tab 
The document pages in WIDS are designed to serve as a one-stop location for saving, storing, revising 

retrieving, and sharing curriculum-related files. The page layout uses a common, nested folder/files 

framework. Page functionality allows you to create folders and upload files.  

1. Navigate Documents Folders 

You can navigate among the folders, move folders and files, change folder names, and delete folders 

and files. There are several icons on the Documents page:  

 

 

Add a folder. 

Hint: You can create blue folders. Yellow folders are generated automatically by WIDS.  

 
Add an item.  (Items can be added to blue folders only.  WIDS adds items to yellow folders 

automatically when they are uploaded to select screens in the software.) 

 
Change the name of the folder. 

 

Move the folder to another folder on this page. 

 
Delete the folder. 

 
Navigate up one folder level. 

 

2. Select View Options   

Select View Folders and Files to see the folder structure in a tree view.  
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3. Share Documents 

Items in the Documents tabs can be made available 

to others without logging into the WIDS application.  

Simply right-click on the document icon to obtain 

the public URL.   

4. Yellow Folders 

Yellow folders are created automatically by the 

WIDS software.  They store documents that have 

been created or uploaded elsewhere in the 

application.  If you delete the document from its 

source, it will be deleted from the Documents tab also.     

Tip:  You cannot delete yellow folders, add documents to them, or delete documents from 
them.  You can however, overwrite the document to replace an existing document with a newer 

version. 

Screen Yellow WIDS Folder Rationale 

My Course 
Documents 

My Learning Materials Learning materials you have uploaded in a 
learning plan if the learning plan is not 
associated with the course outcome summary.  
Once associated with the course outcome 
summary, the documents will be on the Shared 
Documents page. 

My Submitted Syllabi Syllabi you have submitted for approval. 

Shared Documents Course Learning Materials Learning materials that have been uploaded in 
a learning plan that is associated with the 
course outcome summary. 

 

5. Save Reports to Documents Tab Folders from Quick Prints pages 

When you generate a report from another tab in WIDS, you can save it to one of the pages in the 

Documents tab.   

 

Tip:  You must save documents in a folder.  If a folder has not been created, you have the 

opportunity to create one when you save in WIDS.  You will be asked to select an existing folder 

or add a new root folder.  
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Course Project Management Tab 

 

The Project Management tab provides useful tools for managing the project. 

 Project history 

 Project role assignments (add or remove) 

 Subunit assignment 

 Approval (request approval, review, and approve) 

 Manage status (for changing status of items within the course without the approval system) 

 Custom fields (create and view) 

Tip:  Visibility of pages in this tab can vary by role.   

 

1. Management Information Section 

These read-only pages provide useful information about the course.  

2. Submitted Syllabi 

This page shows course syllabi that have been submitted by an instructor for approval.  Approved syllabi 

are part of the college archive.  They cannot be deleted.   

To approve a syllabus:  

 Click Edit at the upper right. 

 Use the calendar icons to sort syllabi by date. Click on the calendar icons to set dates or enter a 

date in the text boxes.  

 To approve a syllabus, click Approve in the last column of the syllabus title. 

 If you want to withdraw approval, click Unapprove (only available on approved syllabi). 
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3. Instructor Sign-Up 

In order to create a syllabus, you must sign up as an instructor. You can do this in two ways.  You can 

sign up from this page, or you can add yourself from the My Syllabus tab for the project.  To add yourself 

from this page: 

 Click Edit at the upper right. 

 To add yourself as an instructor click Add. Your name is added to the list of instructors for the 

course.  

 

To remove yourself as an instructor click Remove to the right of your email address. You’ll be asked to 

confirm your deletion.   

4. Assign Roles 

Use this page to manage the roles for a course.  When you assign a role to a user, the course appears on 

the user’s home page. Users can assign roles at their own level or below.   

Tip: If you created the course, you are automatically assigned the Developer role. 

 Click Edit at the upper right. 

 Enter the First Name and/or Last Name in a text box and click Search. 

 Select a role from the dropdown list. 

 Click the Assign Role button to save your work. 

To remove a user from a role click Remove to the right of the user's name in the Users and Roles table. 

You will be asked to confirm your deletion. 
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5. Assign Subunit 

Projects are assigned a subunit or “home” in the system.  

Projects that are not associated with a subunit have the 

status of Personal.  Once associated with a subunit, 

project moves from “personal” to “WIP” status.   

Courses can change subunits, but note this rule: Only 

courses that are not owned by programs can change 

subunits at the course level. If a course is owned by--or is 

a child of--a program, the subunit for the course is always 

the same as the parent program.  If the parent program changes subunits, all of the child courses will 

change too. 

 Click Edit at the top of the page. 

 The current subunit assignment will show as selected. (If the project has a Personal status, no 

assignment will be shown.) 

 Select the new subunit from the list available.  Use the sign to expand the unit to see subunits. 
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 Click Save. 

 

6. Request Approval (Deletion or Expiration) 

Once you have completed your work in WIDS, you can 

request approval to make the program active in the WIDS 

system.   

 Click Edit at the top of the page. 

 The items available for approval  will appear on the page.  Click the box next to the item you want to 

approve.  

  Add a Suggested Active Date if desired (or leave it blank). 

 Click Save & Close. 

Notifications: Depending on your college settings, 

WIDS may open a notification box. 

 Select a user for your notification.  You can either 

search for an individual by name or send to all 

people with a particular role (using the Select by 

Role option—all Reviewers, for example). 

 Click Add Recipients to add them to your list. 

 Scroll down to edit the message that is sent.  If 

desired, add a hyperlink to a saved Course 

Outcome Summary Report document you may 

have stored in the Documents tab within 

WIDS.  WIDS sends a notification to the 

users you identified that the project is ready for 

review.  

Tip:  You may need to scroll down to see and edit the 

notification message.   

7. Request Deletion 

Entire projects or components of a project (i.e. a competency) can be expired.  Expiration allows you to 

set a date for when the project or component will no longer be available for use.  Site Administrators 

can restore components that have been expired.  The project or component is not deleted from the 

college database. 

Tip: This tab is only visible to projects with a WIP status. Once a project has been approved, it 

can no longer be deleted by the Developer.  Approved projects can be expired using the Request 

Expiration tab. 
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 Click Edit 

 Click the Request Deletion tab.  Click the checkbox to the left of the program name.   

  Save & Close. 

 

8. Request Expiration 

Tip: This tab is only visible to projects with an Active or Future status.  Projects with a WIP status 

show the Request Deletion tab. 

 Click Edit 

 Click the checkbox to the left of the item(s) you would like expired. You can also enter an 

expiration date in the text box or click the calendar icon to suggest an expiration date for the 

item. 

  Save & Close  

Tip:  You can withdraw your approval requests on the Review Pending page. 

 

9. Review and Withdraw Approval Requests 

Use this page to provide feedback on the program or program components. Developers can use this 

page to withdraw an approval request.  Note that only items that have been requested for approval 

appear on this page. 

To add a review: 

 Click Add/View Reviews. This opens a tabbed window where you can enter a review in the text 

box. 

 Select Approve, Revise or Decline from the Make Recommendation dropdown list.   

 Click the Submit Review button. 

 Click Save & Close to prompt the notification. 

To withdraw an approval request 

Tip: Use this feature to withdraw an approval request. This replaces the item back on the Request 

Approval page and removes the Pending Approval status. The status of the item returns to WIP. 

 Click Remove to the right of the item(s) you want to remove for review. You’ll be asked to 

confirm your decision. 

 Click Save and Close. If your site administrator has defined notifications for the project, you may 

have the option to send a notification. 
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10. Approve Pending 

Use the Approve Pending page to approve, expire, and delete a program or its components.   There are 

separate tabs for approvals and expirations.   

 

 In edit mode, select the Approve or Decline checkbox to the left of an item. 

- If you select Decline, you must also add a comment. Comments are optional for approved 

items. Enter your comment in the text box. 

 Enter a date in the text box or click the calendar icon to suggest a date for the action.   

 Click Save. 

 If your site administrator has defined notifications for the project, a notification window may 

give you the option to modify, send, or cancel the notification. 

 

11. Manage Status 

The Manage Status page allows you to manage the status of program items without using the approval 

system.  You can manage the status of all approval items in the program.  You can also delete WIP items 

here or change the status of Active items back to WIP so you can delete them.  This page is only 

available for projects that are Active, Future, or Expired.  

Tip:  You cannot manage the status of the entire project here.  To change the status of the 

program or program itself, go to the Site module, Manage Projects page.  

 In edit mode, click in the checkbox next to the item you want to change. 

 Select the new status from the dropdown list.  If necessary, change the Active Date or Expiration 

Date.   

 Click Save. 
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Tip: Once an item is WIP, the Delete or Remove option becomes available.  (If you change the item 

from another status to WIP, you will need to save your work before the remove or delete option 

becomes available.) 

 

 
 

12. Configure Custom Fields 

The Configure Custom Fields page allows you to 

see fields assigned to all programs from the site 

level.  You can also configure custom fields for 

this program or child courses of this program. 

 Click Edit. 

 Click Add Custom Field. This opens a window where you can enter the name of the new field in 

a text box.    

 Enter default text to describe the field if desired.  Leave the field blank if you want the user to 

enter the data later. 

 Keep the User Editable box checked, if you want to allow others to change the field. Uncheck to 

make the field read-only. 

 Select the Location for the project from the dropdown list. 

 Click Save 

 

13. Custom Fields 

This page shows you the custom fields assigned to this program’s Project Management tab from 

Configure Custom Fields page.  If the field is editable, place the page into edit mode and enter or revise 

the text on the page. 

14. Copy a Course 

Use this pa to copy courses with WIP, Active, or Future status. Courses can be copied with or without 

the parent program links. When you copy a course with links, it also includes the college core abilities, 

external standards and general education outcomes that were assigned by the course. 
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 Click Edit. 

 Enter a new course title and number for your copied course. You may also change the subunit of the 

copied course. If the course is the child of a parent program, you'll have the option to include or 

omit parent program links. 

Tip: If you include parent program links in your course, the course copy will appear in the original 

parent program, unit and subunit.    

 
 Click Copy Course. WIDS begins the copy process and will notify you through WIDS Home Page 

Notifications when the copy is available. 

 Use Advanced Search to view your new course copy.  All course copies will have a WIP status. 
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Key Concepts 
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Competencies 

Definition 
Major skills, knowledge or attitudes that are measurable and observable; field or discipline specific 
outcomes addressed at the learning plan (lesson) level.  
Samples: Use active listening skills; write a narrative, adjust automotive brakes; prepare an income 
statement; analyze costs that affect food service; solve quadratic equations; examine the impact of 
WWII on the family. 

Competencies 

Competencies provide an organizing framework for 

planning and implementing a learning experience. 

They are the intended outcomes of learning 

experiences. Since they describe what learners should 

to be able to do, they must be stated in observable, 

measurable terms. 

Competencies: 

 Determine what content you will teach. 

 Tell what you want your learners to do with 

what they know at the end of the learning 

experience 

 Drive a course.  Teachers design assignments 

and assessments around competencies. 

Competency Domains 

Benjamin Bloom identified three domains of learning: 

cognitive, psychomotor, and affective. They are 

referred to as Bloom’s Taxonomy. Cognitive: Focuses 

on thinking or knowledge. Psychomotor: Focuses on 

doing or performing. Affective: Focuses on the 

development of attitudes and interests. 

Competencies can be written in any of the domains. 

Cognitive Domain 

Performance statements in the cognitive domain can 

be placed into one of six levels. Because the definition 

of a competency implies the application of 

knowledge, typically they are written at the APPLYING level or above on Bloom’s Taxonomy. (That 

means they are not written at either the Remembering or Understanding level.) The Verb Library in the 

WIDS Web-based application allows you to search the library by domain and level. 

Checklist 
 Competencies describe what you want 

learners to do with what they know at 

the end of the learning experience  

(applying level or above on Bloom’s 

Taxonomy) 

 Competencies begin with an action 

verb (one verb) 

 Competencies are measurable and 

observable 

 Competencies are clear and concise 

(short) 

 Competencies describe the learner’s 

performance 

 Competencies require the application 

of content 

 Competencies can be accomplished 

within the timeframe of the learning 

experience (3-6 competencies per 

credit) 

 Competencies often result in a 

product, service, decision, or 

performance 

 Competencies become the target of a 

learning plan 
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Teachers develop assignments, or learning activities, so students can learn the competency. They 

also design assessments that assess them. Often a competency map can be drawn that looks 

something like this. 

COMPETENCY ASSIGNMENTS ASSESSMENT 
Demonstrate asepsis 
technique 

Read chapter 4 in the textbook 

Watch the demo 

Complete the worksheet  

Practice working with a partner 

Demonstrate asepsis 
technique in the classroom 
lab  

Complete the test on asepsis 
technique 

Write a proposal Read chapter 5 in the textbook 

Examine sample proposals 

Critique samples 

Discuss the samples 

Write a proposal 

Examine current trends in 
math and science 

View the PowerPoint 

Read chapter 10 

Complete the learning object 

Write an article for a case 
study situation regarding 
current trends in math and 
science 
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Core Abilities 

Definition 
Macro outcomes comprised of transferable skills, attitudes, and abilities to be mastered by learners 

completing a degree or certificate. Core abilities go beyond a specific program, major, or discipline 

thread, are integrated throughout the learning experience, and are often set as learning goals for an 

entire organization. A group of core abilities pertains to the educational institution/organization.  

ION 

Core Abilities 

Core abilities are the broadest outcomes that are 

addressed throughout a program or course rather 

than in one specific unit or lesson. Core abilities 

address broad knowledge, skills, and attitudes that 

are transferable and go beyond the context of a 

specific course. 

  

How Core Abilities Relate to Competencies 

A competency is taught in a specific lesson or 

sequence of related lessons. In contrast, a core ability 

is a broader skill that is cross-functional to many 

disciplines and occupations. Core abilities are 

essential regardless of an individual’s personal, 

occupational, or community role. Core abilities are 

not taught in specific lessons—they are woven 

throughout instruction. 

  

Linking Core Abilities 

In WIDS, you can document the relationship between 

a core ability and its related program outcomes, 

courses, competencies, assessment tasks and 

learning plans by linking them.  This is important 

because assessment at the course and competency 

level documents the learner’s progress toward 

mastery of the core ability. Assessment at the course 

and competency level also provides information to 

guide adjustment of learning and teaching strategies 

that improve student success and performance along the way.  

When you have assigned core abilities to courses in WIDS, you can run a matrix report to show where 

those outcomes are addressed across multiple courses. You can also run matrix reports that show how 

the core abilities link to program outcomes or course competencies. 

Checklist 
 Core abilities describe for learners the 

broadest outcomes or skills that they will 

learn 

 Core abilities describe outcomes that will 

addressed throughout a program or 

course 

 Core abilities identify integrated, 

transferable skills such as critical thinking, 

communication, or occupational success 

skills that go beyond the context of a 

single course 

 Core abilities encourage learners to 

perform at higher levels 

 Core ability criteria provide specifications 

for the performance described by the 

related core ability 

 Core ability criteria describe measurable 

and observable specifications 

 Core ability criteria are assessed feasibly 

within the context of the learning 

experience 

 Core ability criteria do not use instructor 

judgment as a reference, but may 

reference checklists developed by the 

instructor 
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Sources for Core Abilities 

Core abilities are usually set by the organization. If they are not available, you can derive them from the 

mission or goals of your organization. 

Core Ability Summative Assessment Strategies 

Summative assessment strategies define the product or process used to assess a core ability. Some 

examples include: 

 Portfolio 

 Reflection 

 Completion of a course 

 Standardized test 

 Clinical evaluation 

 Core Ability Criteria 

Core ability criteria help define the skill described in the core ability and clarify the required levels of 

performance. They are observable and measurable criteria for assessing core abilities. 

Core ability criteria: 

 Provide a structure in which to answer the question, “Did the learner achieve the core ability?” 

 Describe important characteristics of a satisfactory performance. 

 Establish specifications by which the performance of the core ability will be evaluated. In WIDS 

users can insert core ability criteria into scoring guides for assessment. 
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External Standards 

Definition 
Credentialing requirements established by an external organization. Examples include state 

standards, national skill standards, and professional standards. 

ION 

External standards cover a range of efforts by school 

districts, agencies, and professional organizations to 

define requirements for successful completion of an 

educational experience or qualifications for entry into 

a career field. 

Standards come from: 

 occupational or academic accrediting organizations 

 professional organizations 

 state departments of instruction 

Not every curriculum project has related standards. 

Linking Standards 

When designing a program or course, you can’t do it in a vacuum.  You need to consider other 

stakeholders and show how your program or course addresses their outcomes. 

In WIDS you can link your program outcomes to external standards.  You can also assign external 

standards to courses in a program and link course competencies to the standards.  These actions allow 

you to run matrices to how and where external standards are addressed. 

 Sample Sources for External Standards 

 NLN Standards 

 NATEF Standards 

 State High School Standards 

Importing Standards into WIDS 

You can copy/paste standards into WIDS from the Site module.  Site Administrators complete this task 

for the WIDS application.  Contact your Site Administrator for more information.  

Checklist 
 External standards are established by a 

credible external source 
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General Education Outcomes 

Definition 
Macro outcomes comprised of academic foundation and life-long learning skills, knowledge, and 
perspectives that go beyond a specific course. A group of general education outcomes generally 
pertains to a program, major, discipline thread, or degree level.  

ION 

General education outcomes are core academic skills 

and knowledge that go beyond a specific course. 

They are commonly established at the organization 

level; however, a state-level system may also 

designate general education outcomes that cross 

organizational boundaries. General education 

outcomes function very much like core abilities, 

therefore many organizations do not distinguish 

between them. 

Purpose 

General education outcomes ensure that learners 

develop the ability to integrate academic foundation 

skills to achieve personal growth and to carry out 

their roles as professionals, citizens, and family 

members. 

How General Education Outcomes Relate to 

Competencies 

A competency is taught in a specific lesson or 

sequence of related lessons. In contrast, a general 

education outcome is a broader skill that is cross-

functional to many disciplines and occupations. They are skills that are essential regardless of an 

individual’s personal, occupational, or community role. General education outcomes are not taught in 

specific lessons—they are woven throughout instruction. 

Linking General Education Outcomes 

In WIDS, you can document the relationship between a general education outcome and its related 

program outcomes, courses, competencies, assessment tasks and learning plans by linking them.  This is 

important because assessment at the course and competency level documents the learner’s progress 

toward mastery of the general education outcome. Assessment at the course and competency level also 

provides information to guide adjustment of learning and teaching strategies that improve student 

success and performance along the way. 

Checklist 

 General education outcomes begin with 

an action verb 

 General education outcomes describe for 

learners broad academic foundation and 

lifelong learning skills, knowledge, and 

perspectives 

 General education outcomes describe 

outcomes that are addressed throughout 

the program and across courses 

 General education outcomes pertain to 

all of the learning experiences (e.g., 

courses, laboratories, clinicals, 

independent research, capstone projects, 

and internships/externships) that make 

up a program, major, or discipline thread 

 General education outcomes encourage 

learners to integrate related 

competencies and perform at higher, 

more complex levels 
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When you have assigned general education outcomes to courses in WIDS, you can run a matrix report to 

show where those outcomes are addressed across multiple courses. You can also run matrix reports that 

show how the general education outcomes link to program outcomes or course competencies. 

Sources for General Education Outcomes 

These outcomes are usually set by the organization. Many organizations have a list to work from. If not, 

you can usually derive general education outcomes from one of the following sources: 

 Focus groups 

 External standards 

 US Department of Education 

 DACUM 

General Education Outcome Summative Assessment Strategies 

Summative assessment strategies define the product or process used to assess a general education 

outcome. Some examples include: 

 Portfolio 

 Reflection 

 Completion of a course 

 Standardized test 

 Clinical evaluation 

General Education Outcome Criteria 

General education outcome criteria help define the skill described in the general education outcome 

and clarify the required levels of performance. They are observable and measurable criteria for 

assessing the outcomes. 

General education outcome criteria: 

 Provide a structure in which to answer the question, “Did the learner achieve the outcome?” 

 Describe important characteristics of a satisfactory performance. 

 Establish specifications by which the performance of the general education outcome will be 

evaluated. In WIDS users can insert general education outcome criteria into scoring guides for 

assessment. 
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Learning Objectives 

Definition 
Supporting skills, knowledge and attitudes that lead to mastery of a competency. Learning objectives 
serve as benchmarks. They represent the content, in terms of performance, and provide cues for the 
development of learning activities.  
Sample Competency:  Interview for a job 
Sample learning objectives: 

 Explain the purpose of an interview 

 Identify appropriate job interview attire 

 List the documents required for an interview 

Learning Objectives 

While competencies set the target outcomes for the 

course, learning objectives form the basis for what is 

to be learned. Learning objectives are important for 

both the learner and the instructor. 

For the learner they: 

 Break the major skills into smaller pieces and 

give learners smaller goals that are less 

overwhelming. 

 Provide a roadmap for achieving mastery of 

the competency. 

 Provide benchmarks for learners to measure 

their progress towards achieving the 

competency. 

For the instructor they: 

 Detail the content that is embedded in the 

competency. 

 Guide the selection of learning activities 

(assignments). 

Relationship to Competencies 

Learning objectives are linked directly to a competency. There are usually 2–10 learning objectives per 

competency. Most often they are written at, or below, the level of the competency. If you cannot write 

at least two learning objectives for the competency, the competency may be too small. 

Guidelines for Writing Learning Objectives 

To write learning objectives: 

1. Ask, “What do learners need to know in order to perform this competency?” 

Checklist 
 Learning objectives number 2–10 per 

competency 

 Learning objectives include supporting 

skills, concepts, procedures, processes, 

and/or principles a learner needs to 

perform the competency 

 Learning objectives begin with action 

verbs 

 Learning objectives are measurable and 

observable 

 Learning objectives are clear, concise, and 

precise description of skills, knowledge 

and attitudes 

 Learning objectives specify a single 

performance (one verb) 
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2. List any facts, concepts, procedures, processes, and/or principles that support the competency. 

3. Cross-out any prerequisite skills or content. 

4. If your list has many detailed items in it, consider combining some of them.  

5. Write a performance statement for each item still on your list. You should have 2–10 learning 

objectives per competency. 
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Learning Plans 

Definition 
A written learning guide that describes the intended performance outcomes (what they will learn), 
suggests learning activities or strategies (how they will learn), and designates assessment 
requirements (when they will know they’ve achieved competence). A learning plan is written to the 
learners and addresses one or more competencies and the related outcomes. There may be multiple 
learning plans within a given course, project, or learning experience. 

 

Learning plans help your learners navigate through 

the learning process.  

A single learning plan addresses one or more 

competencies and/or outcomes. There may be 

multiple learning plans within a given course or 

learning experience.  

Uses of Learning Plans  

Learning plans are handy tools to be used in several 

ways.  

 You might incorporate learning plans into a 

study guide for learners to purchase or 

receive at the beginning of a course.  

 Learning plans are also useful if a learner 

misses a class meeting, falls behind, or wants 

to work ahead.  

 You can post your learning plan online in an 

online/hybrid course or as a companion to a 

face-to-face course.  

Learning Activities and the Learning Cycle 

We represent the learning process as a cycle. There 

are four major stages: motivation, comprehension, 

practice and application. Each stage supports one or 

more of the five thinking processes: attention, 

encoding, rehearsal, retrieval, and metacognition. 

When you select the learning activities for a learning 

plan, choose activities that provide a framework for 

guiding learners all the way through the cycle.  

 

 

Checklist 
 Learning plan addresses one to three (1-

3) related competencies 

 Learning plan includes a title and 

overview or introduction 

 Learning plan includes a series of learning 

activities that help learners master the 

competency or group of related 

competencies 

 Learning activities begin with an action 

verb 

 Learning activities support the learning 

cycle (motivation, comprehension, 

practice, application) 

 Learning activities are varied and require 

active learner involvement 

 Learning activities address all of the 

learning objectives 

 Assessment activities tell learners what 

they must do to demonstrate the target 

competency 

 Learning and assessment activities 

include helpful teaching notes for 

conducting the activity 

 Learning activities and assessment 

activities reference related learning 

materials 

 *Optional: Learning and assessment 

activities include activity detail (teaching 

supplies, function, group size, multiple 

intelligence and/or learning style) 
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Motivation:  At the motivation stage, you facilitate the attention-getting process by inspiring learners to 

learn; answering the question: “Why do I want to learn this information or skill?”  

Comprehension:  During the comprehension stage, you facilitate encoding and processing in the 

working memory. This stage is often facilitated by clarifying performance expectations and helping 

learners access the information they need to perform the target competency.  

Practice:  In the practice stage, you provide guided practice. An example would be elaborative rehearsal; 

a technique of giving feedback to facilitate encoding to long-term memory.  

Application:  Finally, at the application stage, you create activities that foster retrieval from the long-

term memory to enable working memory processing on demand. During the application stage, learners 

need to show that they can apply what they have learned to real-world problems and decision-making. 

It is during the application stage that you build in assessment.   

When you design learning plans, try to move learners through the complete learning cycle: motivation, 

comprehension, practice, and application. However, learners need to swing back and forth between the 

comprehension and practice stages before moving on to application. This helps learners avoid cognitive 

overload by chunking the learning into manageable pieces and punctuating it with frequent practice.  

Sample Learning Activities  

_____ 1. Locate your residence using a plat book.  

_____ 2. Complete the “Land Measurement” activity provided by your instructor.  

_____ 3. Participate in a discussion on the soil surveys and plat maps.  

Assessment Activities  

Assessment activities specify for learners what they must complete in order to demonstrate 

achievement of the competencies. A learning plan may have more than one assessment activity. You can 

direct learners to both homework assignments as well as major assessments.  

Begin your assessment activity with a verb such as: complete, submit, produce, hand in, arrange with 

the instructor, make sure you have, etc. The statement may direct learners to a more complete 

assignment sheet or performance assessment task.  

Sample Assessment Activities  

_____ 1. Submit your completed “Soil Survey” performance assessment task to your instructor. 

_____ 2. Request an instructor check-off on the venipuncture lab.  

Teaching Notes  

Teaching notes are created to help the instructor facilitate the activities in the learning plan. While the 

learning plan is designed for the learner, the teaching notes are designed for the instructor.  

Performance Assessment Tasks 
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Definition 
Assignments that learners must complete to demonstrate achievement of one or more outcomes. 
They include directions, a checklist or rubric, a rating scale and a scoring standard. Performance 
assessment should be criterion referenced, which means that performance is measured according to 
pre-established standards. It may call for demonstration of a process or the production of a product. 

ION 

Performance assessment tasks are specific tasks or 

assignments designed to measured outcomes (such 

as competencies or program outcomes).  Since 

performance assessment tasks usually don’t have a 

single, correct answer, you can’t machine score them.  

Instead you need to use judgment.  To make sure you 

evaluate performance consistently, accurately, and 

fairly, include a scoring guide with your performance 

assessment.   

Performance assessment tasks include several 

components: directions; a checklist or rubric; a rating 

scale and a scoring standard. 

Directions to the Learner  

A performance assessment task includes narrative 

directions for the learner. The directions may include:  

 A description of the nature and format of the 

task.  

 Steps for completing the task.  

 Information on how the scoring guide will be used.  

Scoring Guides  

Scoring guides are tools used to focus your judgment as you assess performance: particularly for 
assessments which invite a broad range of responses.  Scoring guides are the key to validity, reliability, 
and fairness in assessment. They provide a uniform set of criteria and a rating scale. As a result, you can 
evaluate all learners on the same basis, and give learners specific feedback and documentation on their 
performance.  

A scoring guide can include several components:  

 Criteria      

 Descriptor columns (for complex rubrics) 

 Rating scale     

 Scoring standard  

Checklist 
 Performance assessment task targets one 

or more outcomes 

 Performance assessment task is titled 

 Performance assessment task includes 

clear directions for how to perform the 

task  

 Performance assessment task includes a 

scoring guide checklist or rubric  

 Performance assessment task matches 

the performance standards outlined for 

the outcome(s) 

 Scoring guide includes a scoring standard 

that details the minimum performance 

required on the scoring guide for 

demonstrating competence  

 Scoring guide includes a rating scale 
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Scoring Criteria 

Scoring criteria are the established specifications by which performance of a target outcome is judged. 

They are the heart of a scoring guide. Scoring criteria usually come from the performance standards for 

the targeted outcome (such as a program outcome or core ability).   If you have already written those in 

WIDS, you can link your scoring guide to the criteria. 

Descriptor Columns (optional) 

Some complex performance assessment tasks use descriptor columns.  Descriptors spell out what is 

expected of students at each level of performance for each criterion.   These are phrases or sentences 

that describe the qualitative or quantitative differences of the performance along a continuum 

of performance levels. Levels of performance are used to designate the quality, or how well, the student 

performed each criterion.   

Each column is labeled or given a point value (or both).  Commonly used labels include: 

 Sophisticated, competent, partly competent, not yet competent 

 Exemplary, proficient, marginal, unacceptable 

 Distinguished, proficient, intermediate, novice 

 Accomplished, developing, beginning 

Descriptor columns are optional in a performance assessment task. 

Rating Scales  

A rating scale is a pre-established, fixed value used to differentiate among levels of performance. Rating 

scales might be numeric, letter assignments, or qualitative words.  

 Sample Rating Scale  

4: Demonstrates mastery, performs with confidence 
3: Demonstrates skill in meeting criterion 
2: Demonstrates moderate skill in meeting criterion 
1: Does not meet criterion, makes a number of critical errors 

Scoring Standard  

A scoring standard establishes the expectations for acceptable performance and can also help you tie 

performance to grades.  

Sample Scoring Standards  

 Sample 1: You must achieve a rating of at least “2” on each criterion to demonstrate 
competence.  

 Sample 2: You must achieve a rating of at least “3” on criteria 1, 3, and 5 to demonstrate 

competence. (Noting those criteria that are essential.)  

 Sample 3: You must achieve a “yes” rating on all asterisked criteria to demonstrate competence.  
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Performance-Based Learning 

Definition 
An organizational structure for learning/teaching that requires advance description of the knowledge, 
skills and attitudes learners must demonstrate upon successful completion of a learning experience.  
Performance-based learning aligns performance assessment, teaching, and learning with intended 
outcomes. 

Performance-based learning is an approach to learning and teaching in which the required results, or 

competencies, are specified before the instruction. Learners must demonstrate or perform those skills 

successfully to complete the learning experience. 

Features of Performance-Based Learning 

Performance-based learning has four essential features. 

Feature 1: Competencies are identified, verified, and made public in advance of the instruction. They 

are clearly stated in performance terms. Competencies answer the question, “What will the learner be 

able to do?” 

Feature 2: Performance-based learning requires the learner to perform the competency. Assessment 

of the competency takes the learner’s knowledge into account, but the performance is the primary 

evidence that the learner has mastered the competency. 

In other words, the final measure of competence is whether the learner can perform each competency. 

Feature 3: Performance standards are explicitly stated and made public, in advance of assessing the 

performance. In other words learners should never have to wonder what is expected. 

In addition, performance standards provide the criteria for assessment so learners can be assessed 

against a pre-set standard, not against other learners. 

Feature 4: The learning activities and teaching strategies provide opportunities for learners to develop 

the competencies. 

 A variety of learning strategies are used. 

 Learners are given opportunities to practice skills prior to assessment. 

 Learners are given periodic feedback. 

Performance-Based Learning Assumptions 

There are several assumptions that underlie performance-based learning. 

 Learning can be described in terms of performances. 

 Learners should be informed of the competencies, performance standards, and grading “up 

front.” 
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 Learners should be active, not passive. 

 Learners should have responsibility for learning. 

 The credential is earned by demonstration of competence. 

 Achievement is measured according to established criteria. 

The WIDS Model 

The WIDS Model makes sense to educators because it integrates current learning theory and practice 

into a practical model that brings together critical elements of performance-based design. In line with 

strategic planning, the WIDS Model guides teachers and designers to design from the inside out. In other 

words, what they intend to achieve drives how they approach the task. 

The model infuses broad, transferable skills called core abilities (skills, such as, communication, 

problem-solving, and critical thinking) into occupational and discipline-specific instruction. Flexibility 

within the model makes it adaptable to varied instructional intents and missions—both academic and 

technical. 

Emphasizing results, the WIDS model recognizes three performance levels. The broadest level 

incorporates exit learning outcomes, such as, program outcomes, general education outcomes, and core 

abilities—skills all successful individuals need regardless of occupation or life roles. At the next level, 

competencies describe major discipline or occupationally-specific skills. Each competency is clarified by 

performance standards specifying criteria and strategies for assessment. Learning objectives are the 

enabling instructional outcomes. They describe the lower level, supporting knowledge, skills, and 

attitudes needed to master a given competency. 

WIDS offers a model for strategic planning of learning. After setting learning goals -“what,” and 

establishing criteria for determining “when,” teachers or designers plan strategies for “how.” These 

questions serve as a guide through a logical process, which leads to effective teaching and learning. 

From the learner’s point of view, however, learning moves from the outside in. The learners begin with 

the “how” and aim for the “what” like a target. The WIDS Model requires teachers to provide learners 

with precise information about performance expectations at the beginning of a learning experience. As a 

result, learners set out with a clear vision of the requirements for successful completion. 
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Performance Standards 

Definition 
Performance standards lay out observable and measurable assessment strategies and criteria for 
performance assessment.  
Summative Assessment Strategy:  The tool or method used to gather evidence as to whether or not a 
learner can demonstrate the outcome. 
Criteria: Establish specifications by which performance will be evaluated. Criteria form the basis of 
the checklist or rubric used for evaluation. 

Performance Standards 

Performance standards provide tools for clarifying 

performance expectations. They help define the skill 

in the outcome and clarify the required levels of 

performance. Performance standards include both 

assessment strategies and criteria. 

 Summative Assessment Strategies name the 

method, situation, or tool (portfolio, clinical 

demonstration, capstone project, etc.) used 

for assessment of the outcome.  

 Criteria provide the basis for answering the 

question, “Did the learner achieve the 

outcome?” They describe important 

characteristics or expectations for evaluating 

the learner’s performance of an outcome. In 

the WIDS application, criteria form the basis 

of a rubric or checklist used to evaluate the 

outcome.  

Why Write Performance Standards?  

Learners perform best in assessment activities where 

instructors make expectations explicit and provide 

detailed instructions. Performance standards help 

define expectations so learners never have to guess what the teacher wants!  

How to Write Summative Assessment Strategies and Criteria 

1. Read the program outcome. 

2. Identify options for demonstration of a satisfactory performance of the program outcome. Write 
these as the Summative Assessment Strategies.  

3. Brainstorm requirements for, or attributes of, successful performance of the assessment strategy. 

4. Consider things that should be present or absent (such as correct grammar or units of 

Checklist 

 Summative assessment strategy names 

the tool or method used to assess the 

outcome 

 Criteria form the basis for the checklist 

and/or rubric used to assess the outcome  

performance 

 Criteria begin with the name of the 

product, when they measure a project, 

and the word “learner” or “you” when 

they measure a process 

 Criteria give measurable and observable 

specifications for the product or process 

that will be assessed 

 Criteria give the learner “up front” 

information about what is expected so 

the learner can take responsibility for 

producing acceptable work 

 Criteria do not use instructor judgment as 

a reference, although they may refer to a 

checklist developed by the instructor 
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measurement). 

5. Consider the process to be used. 

6. Focus on what is essential. 

7. Make sure the criteria are measurable and assessable. 

Examples of Summative Assessment Strategies 

 Portfolio/Artifacts    

 Capstone Project 

 Internship Evaluation 

 Clinical Evaluation  

 On-the-job Performance  

 Standardized Tests (national, state)  

 Oral Presentation  

 Product Development  

Program Outcome Criteria  

Program outcome criteria describe the specifications for performance and lay the groundwork for a 

rubric or checklist. Use the same guidelines for writing program outcome criteria that you use for writing 

competency criteria. Be sure to determine whether the assessment reviews product, process, or both. 

Program outcome criteria: 

 provide specifications for the performance described by the related program  outcome 

 describe measurable and observable specifications 

 can be assessed feasibly within the context of the program 

 do not use instructor judgment as a reference, but may reference published checklists 
developed by the instructor, published by outside authorities   
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Program Outcomes 

Definition 
Macro outcomes comprised of field specific skills, attitudes and abilities to be mastered by learners 
completing a program.  They go beyond a specific course.  A group of program outcomes pertains to 
an entire program. 

ION 

Program outcomes are established at the program 

level.  They reflect abilities learners must master by 

the end of a program or major. 

Purpose of Program Outcomes 

Program outcomes define the field specific intended 

results of successful completion of a program or 

major.  They serve as performance targets for direct 

measures of learning. 

How Program Outcomes Relate to Course 

Competencies 

As macro outcomes, program outcomes serve as the 

foundation for the development of field specific 

competencies. Mastery of the competencies for a 

given program outcome should lead to mastery of 

that program outcome. 

The competencies that relate to a given program 

outcome are often clustered into different courses. In 

other words, program outcomes go beyond and 

across courses and do not imply course configuration. 

Linking Program Outcomes 

In WIDS, you can document the relationship between a specific program outcome and its related 

competencies, assessment tasks, and learning plans by linking them. This is important because 

assessment at the course and competency level documents the learner’s progress toward mastery of 

the program. 

Assessment at the course and competency level also provides information that guides adjustment of 

learning and teaching strategies to improve student success and performance along the way. 

When you have linked your program outcomes to courses in WIDS, you can run a WIDS Assigned 

Outcome Matrix to show where program outcomes are addressed across multiple courses. 

Checklist 

 Program outcomes begin with an action 

verb 

 Program outcomes describe for learners 

the broad occupational or field-specific 

skills, attitudes, and abilities they must 

master in order to successfully complete 

a program, major, or discipline thread 

 Program outcomes describe outcomes 

that are addressed throughout the 

program and across courses 

 Program outcomes pertain to all of the 

learning experiences (e.g. courses, 

laboratories, clinicals, independent 

research, capstone projects, and 

internships/externships) that make up a 

program, major, or discipline thread 

 Program outcomes encourage learners to 

integrate related competencies and 

perform at higher, more complex levels 
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Sources for Program Outcomes 

There are a number of sources that inform the development of program outcomes: 

o DACUM 

o External standards 

o Focus groups 

Program Outcome Direct Measures 

Direct measures describe the nature of the assessment of a program outcome. Some examples include: 

o Portfolio 

o Reflection 

o Completion of a course 

o Standardized test 

o Clinical evaluation 

Program Outcome Criteria 

Program outcome criteria (if used) describe standards for assessing the direct measures. 

Program Outcome Samples 

Accounting 

 Prepare payroll and related tax reports 

Dental Assistant 

 Perform clinical supportive treatments 

History Major 

 Compare the reliability or a variety of sources of information that are used for constructing an 

understanding of the past 

Science Major 

 Communicate the results of scientific data collection and investigations 
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